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Young Wlld West's Straight Shot
OR, CORNERED IN A CHASM
BY AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPJER !.-Saving the Prospectors.
Crack, crack, crack! Cra-a-ack ! Several shots
rang out in quick succession, breaking the stillness
of the mountain. Young Wild West, the wellknown boy hero, commonly spoken of as the Cham)}ion Deadshot of the West, brought his sorrel
stallion Spitfire to a sudden halt.
"Something going on, Et," he said, nodding to
girl who was riding close to him.
"Yes, Wild," was the reply; "those shots came
from revolvers, so it can hardly be hunters who
fired them."
"I reckon we had better investigate. Come on,
•
boys!"
The last was addressed to Cheyenne Charlie, the
scout, and Jim Dart, a fearless Wyoming boy, who
were the partners to the dashing young deadshot.
"Right you are, Wild!" came from the scout,
and then he urged his horse forward at a gallop,
quickly overtaking Young Wild West. Jim was
right behind him, so after telling the other members of the party to remain where they were for
a few minutes, our hero--rode off with the two and
they quickly disappeared behind some rocks and
bushes. There were five left behind, and they
were Arietta Murdock, the golden-haired sweetheart of Young Wild' West; Anna, the wife of
C!leyenne Charlie; Eloise Gardner, Jim Dart's
gieetheart, and Hop Wah and Wing Wah, the
two Chinamen who were employed as servants by
Two more shots
Crack! crack!
the party.
sounded. Young Wild West, who was slightly leading his partners, spoke to the sorrel and caused
him to make a spurt. Crang ! It was a rifle shot
that .rang out now, and it came from a point less
than a hur..dred yards away.
The eyes of all three instantly turned in that
direction, but a small rocky ridge shut from their
view anything that might be going on at the other
side. But it happened that the ground v;as fairly
level there, so they rode on at a gallop, and quickly
turning at the point where the ridge suddenly became broken, their eyes fell upon a man just as he
was dropping behind a rock not more than twenty
_rrd.s from them.
"Hello!" Young Wild West shouted, reining in
Spitfire and holding up his revolver. "What's going on here?"
The sounds of rapidly receding footsteps came
to his ears then, and the man who had dropped

behind the rock sprang to his feet and darted
away. like a flash
"Hooray, hooray!" came from a point a little to
the right. "Help has come."
Then a hat was seen waving in the air, and the
next moment a man appeared on the top of a big
boulder. Young Wild West and his partners rode
over to the spot, not taking the trouble to go after
the men they knew had retreated so hastily. Then
another man appeared, his arm in a rude sling.
He waved his hat, too, and shouted joyfully as the
trio rode up and brought their horses to a halt.
"Been having a little scrimmage, Breckon," the
young deadshot said, as he looked at the two questioningly.
"We was standin' a siege," the man who had appeared first answered, quickly. "But they're on
the run now. As soon as they seen you comin'
they wouldn't stay no longer. They wanted to git
us mighty bad, an' maybe they might have done
it after a while if help hadn't come. Come on in,"
and he motioned to the left, where there was a
passage between some rocks.
The young deadshot and his partners promptly
accepted the invitation, and once they got around
to the other side of the ridge of rocks they found
themselves in a camp, which was located at the
foot of a steep cliff. A ragged tent, some cooking
utensils, and the hind quarter of a bear that was
hanging from a jutting point of rock told that it
was a camp plainly enough. Picks, shovels and
pans lay about, so it was easy to guess that the
two men were prospectors and were working
there. Wild quickly dismounted, and Charlie and
Jim were not long in following his example. 'l'he
boy at once ·s tepped over to the man who hadrhis
arm in a sling, and nodding to him, said:
"Got hurt, I see."
"Yes, I got a bullet through the fleshy pa1·t of
my arm jest below the elbow yisterday mornin'.
The same gang was after ns then, you know, but
we sorter drove 'em off. Thought maybe they had
gone for good, but they happened along a little
while ago all of a sudden. Sorter caught us nappin', but we done the best we could. Had to be
mighty careful about shootin', too, 'cause we ain't
got but a few cartridges left. Tom only fired one
shot, an' I reckon he must have missed. That was
jest afore you showed up."
"I done my best to hit one of 'em," the other
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man answered, apologetically. "But I ain't much
of a shot, you see."
"That's all right," Wild answered, in his cool
and easy way. "Now just let us know why there's
a gang after you."
"We struck a little mine here, an' they found it
out. They want it," came the quick reply.
"I see. That sounds very plausible, so I'll take
it for granted that what you say is the truth.
Struck it pretty rich, eh?"
"Somethin' that way," the wounded man answered, as he shot an uneasy glance at his companion.
Wild noticed this, so smilingly he said:
"That's all right, my friend. Don't think for a
moment that we are going to interfere with you.
We don't want any of your gold dust. But just as
soon as you convince . us that the men with you
are rascals we'll help you out."
"I reckon they're rascals, all right," the other
declared, his eyes flash~ng. They're worse than
rascals, too. We fell in with 'em over a week ago.
They come along here, sayin' they was prospectors
jest like we was, an' when they found out that we
was takin' out a lot of dust here they wanted to
go in shares with us. Of course, we didn't want
to do that, havin' struck the spot ourselves."
"I don't blame you. What is your name, my
friend?"
"Tom Murphy is my name."
"An' mine is Bill Rankin," the wounded man
apoke up.
·
"How many are there in the gang that's after
you?"
"There's seven of 'em. Bat Neary is the leader
of 'em, an' he's a mighty bad man, an' you kin
bet on it."
·
Though he was nothing more than a boy, Young
Wild West had put in lots of time in and around
the mining camps of the West and Southwest.
"See here, my friends," he said to the two men,
"I don't blame you for suspecting that we might
want a share from your gold mine. But I tell you
plainly that we don't. We are simply riding about
through the wildest parts of the country looking
for excitement and adventure, and by good luck
we happened along this way in time to hear the
shooting. We have three ladies with us and a
couple of Chinamen. They are waiting about two
hundred yards from here. Now then, since it will
be sunset in a couple of hours, if you don't mind
we'll camp here with you. Then if this gang of
rascals happens to come back I reckon they'll get
more than they want."
"I ain't got no objections to that, have you,
Tom?" and Rankin turned inquiring1y to his partner.
"No, I ain't," was the quick reply. "I kin tell
by the way the y.oung feller talks that he's all
right."
"It may be that you might have heard of me,"
Wild said, smilingly.
"You ain't told us your name yet," Murphy answered.
"That's 5.,,, Well, my name is Young Wild
West, and these two gentlemen are my partners,
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart."
"We've heard of you," Rankin declared. "There
was a iot <•f ~lk about you up in Denver when we
was there. You had jest helped out an express
company, or somethin' like that."

"That's right. Now then, gentlemen, if you are
really willing to submit to it, I'll send for the rest
of the party to come up here. We can locate the
other side of the brook. There's a good place
there to put up a couple of tents, and I take notice that there is plenty of grass for the horses
growing along at the edge of the brook."
"You kin put your tents anywhere you like,
Young Wild West," Murphy answered. "Most
likely you have not only saved our gold for us, ~t
our lives as well. You kin bet that we'll see to it
that you're paid if we kin manage to git rid of
Bat Neary an' his crowd."
"The only pay we want is your thanks. But you
can bet all you're worth. that we'll clean out that
gang, and do it in a hurry. Now then, Jim, suppose you ride back and tell the girls and the two
heathens to come on. You can lead them right
here."
"Right you are, Wild," and Jim Dart promptly
turned his horse and rode out between the rocks.
When the boy got back to where the rest were
wa~ting, he found them somewhat anxious.
"It's all right, girls," he said. "We happened
along in time to save a couple of prospectors from
being shot down or captured by a gang of seven
rascals."
There was nothing to delay them a moment, so
under the lead of Dart, the girls and the two
Chinamen proceeded on over the rocky mount&i:i
trail, and in a very short time they arrived at the
camp of the prospectors. The two prospectors
sh9wed great pleasure when the girls rode into
the camp, and they were very polite when they
were introduced.
"Here, you heathens," Young Wild West said to
the two Chinamen, who were leading a pair of
well-loaded pack-horses, "just get to the other side
of the brook over there and start right in to put
up the tents. We'll see to the horses."
"Somebody should keep a watch, .for the villains
might return," Arietta spoke up.
"All right, little girl. You can do that, then. I
am sure there is no one better fitted for such a
purpose."
As the boy said this, Tom Murphy and Bill Rankin showed considerable surprise.
"Leavin' it to the gal to watch, eh?" the latter
said, as if he thought the boy might be joking.
••oh, yes. You don't know her. She can shoo-a
about as straight as the average man or boy, and
she has pretty sharp eyes, too. Another thing, she
never gets afraid when she's called upon to face
danger. Arietta is•all right, gentlemen. You can bet the scoundrels will not come very near without her seeing them."
·
"We'll help her watch, Young Wild West."
"All right."
Arietta turned her horse over to Wild, and then,
rifle in hand, went over to a rock and sat down.
From this she could command a view of the comparatively level stretch at the other side of the
natural inclosure, as it might be called, for the
rocks ran along in irregular fashion, forming a
semi-circle, only broken in two places before it
came to the cliffs on either side. Hop and Wing
worked swiftly. They had a system about it, anyhow, so it did not take them long to erect the two
tents that were used as a sleeping quarters for
the members of the party. The young deadshot
and his partners relieved the horses of their sad-
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dles and bridles, and then tied them with lariats
where the grass was growing luxuriantly near ~he
brook. All this did not take more than ten mmutes, and while Anna and Eloise were arranging
the blankets and other things in the tents, the
young deadshot and his partners leaped across the
brook and joined Bill Rankin.
"How long did you say you had been here?" he
asked.
·~'ve been here about three weeks now. It
was jest a week ago when along comes Bat Neary
an' his gang. Then the trouble started. You see,
we've done quite a lot of shootin', killin' bears an'
other game, an' we ain't got more than a do.zen
cartridges left, rifle cartridges, I mean, for we've
both got rifles. We've got ·quite a few for our
guns, 'cause we ain't used them much."
"You intended to use them, I suppose, if the
gang came up close enough?"
"That's jest it, Young Wild West. · We wanted
to make every shot tell, you know."
"That's right. You have got the proper idea
about it, I see. Both of you are Westerners , I
reckon."
"Neither of us was'born here, but we moved out
when we was putty young. Things was gain' bad
up in Denver in the blacksmith business which we
was runnin', so we started out an' struck down
this way in the hope of strikin' it rich."
'!a,ld you have succeeded? "
'7l!iutty much that way, l reckon. We followed
that little dry water course there straight back fo
the cliff, and after we had dug down a couple of
feet we begun to take out the richest pay-dirt I
ever seen. Got quite a little pile stowed away,
too, an' of course we didn't want that gang to
steal it from us."
"I don't blame you for feeling that way," and
the boy smiled. "But it's all right, Rankin. You
needn't fear. I don't care if there are two dozen
of them instead of seven. They will never get
your gold, and you can bet all you're worth on it."
The boy had scarcely finished speaking when a
sharp report sounded from the t op of the cliff
at the right, and a bullet whizzed past his head.
"There!" cried Rankin, excitedly. "They're at
it ag'in. I reckon we've-"
He did not finish what he was going to say, for
at that moment Arietta's rifle cracked and a humat or_m was seen tumbling down the side of the
steep chff.
CHAPTER II.-Wild Advises the Villains to Go
· Away.
Arietta showed plainly th~t she was watching
sharper than any of the rest. Her shot accomp1ish'ed all that could ·be expected, for the villaiu
canie tumbling down the face of the cliff, landing
ap1ong· some "rocks beyond their view.
; "That's the way to do it, little girl!" the young
deadshot exclaimed, not showing the least bit of
alarm at having met with such a narrow escape.
"That fellow certainly meant me. But you got
hi all right."
' felt that I should shoot, and I did it without
waiting a second, Wild," the girl answered, gravely. .
"Git back out of the way!" shouted Murphy.
here'll be more shots fired."
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But it was not necessary for him to give the
warning, for Young Wild West quickly took his
sweetheart by the arm and pulled her behind a
sheltering rock.
"You said there were seven of them, I believe,
Rankin?" the boy said, turning to the man with
the wounded arm.
"Yes, jest seven of 'em," was the reply.
"Well, there are only ·six now."
"That's right enough. I wish they was all
either dead or a good distance away from here."
"You can bet that unless they go away they'll
be dead before very long. Just let them keep shooting at us and we'll have to drop them, that's all."
All was now silent, and finally the young deadshot nodded to his companions and said:
"I reckon they've given it up for a while. No
doubt they are up there on the watch, and they
might take a shot at us if they get a good chance.
I reckon the best thing I can do is to sneak off
and find out just where they are. If I locate them
you can bet that something will happen without
delay."
"Goin' to shoot 'em down, Young Wild West, if
you ketch 'em nappin'?" Rankin asked.
"No, I wouldn't do anything like that. I wouldn't
shoot any of them unless they try to shoot me
first. If I happen to catch them napping, as you
say, I'll listen and try and find out what they
intend to do."
"Let me go with you, Wild," Charlie spoke up,
eagerly.
"All right, Charlie. I was going to ask you to
come along. Now then, we'll just see if we can
get away from here- without giving them a chance
to see us."
"I reckon we kin do that all right, Wild. You
jest lead the way. Better go to the left, maybe."
"That's right. Come on."
The young deadshot did not take his rifle, but
the scout had his, and he also picked up a coiled
rope, for experience had taught him it was always
well to have such a thing- with him when he went
out on such a venture. The young deadshot knew
it would be quite easy to creep along the rocks
and get to the other side of the little ridge without
letting any one see them from the top of the
cliffs. Charlie kept close behind him, and they
went on, going- slowly and without making_ the
least noise, until they were close to the spot where
they had come upon the man and caused him to
flee at their approach. They had been working to
the left, but once they got among the rocks on the
sloping side of the mountain they ai:ose to-their
feet and proceeded on around ·to the right, almcist
straight for the top of the cliff where the man had _
fired the shot only to meet his doom at the hands
of brave Arietta. Half way to the .t9p of the high 0
ascent they came to a spot wbere the ground was
quite soft. Fresh hoofprints showed the'tnselves,
and then the two knew that Bat Neary and his
gang had taken their horses to the top of the cliff. ·
No doubt there were plenty of places to conceal
themselves up there, so the two held a whispered
consultatio n, and then made their way slowly upward.
Passing around a sharp edge of rock that
reared itself twenty feet above their heads, they
came to a sort of natural path, or one that was
used by wild animals in passing up and down the
l'ide of the mountain. Here and there fresh hoof-
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prints could be seen, so knowing that they were
going in the right direction, they moved on upward, and in a very short time arrived at the top
of the cliff. It was a broken spot that they saw.
Rocks, trees and bushe s were scattered about in
plenty. It might have been called a small plateau
for at the other side there was a gradual slope
into a valley, through which ran a rather wide
stream of water. The two paused long enough to
take all this in. There were no signs of the villains to be seen, but as they had thought, there
were so many places where they might hide themrelves- from view that it was hard to tell just how
soon they might come upon him. It was very
2;tony up there, and look about as they might, they
could find no further evidence of horses having
passed that way. Wild crept a little closer to the
verge of the cliff, and then he found that he could
Jook down upon the camp below. He could even
see some of those there t hrough the openings between the rocks. He beckoned for Charlie to come
lo him, and then in a whisper said:
"I reckon if those fellows were good at it they
might pick off one or two. We'll have to see to
that when we get over, Charlie."
"I r eckon. so," was the reply. "I kin see Arirlta putty plain. I know it's her by the red waist
ab.e's got on."
· "That's about the onlv way you could tell, Charlie. But never mind. - It seems that these rascals
are afraid to do any ·m ore shooting. By losing a
man they have become a little more anxious. Now
then, if they haven't moved very far away we
ought to be pretty close to them."
"Looks as if there might be a little holler be1iind them bushes over there, Wild. There's a
couple of trees that sorter seem a s if they're big
ones, yet they don't stick up very far."
The young· deadshot gave a nod, for he knew
that Charlie was probably right in what he said.
Naturally thev thought that the villains might
.secrete themselves in a hollow if one could be
found close at hand, so they promptly started
creeping toward the spot. The bushes were very
thick and tangled for the most part, but by moving them and picking their way carefully, they
i:ame to a place where they could get through
-without making any noi!,!e. Wild went ahead, as
usual, and as he passed through the patch of
bushes he came to a flat rock that was covered
with green moss and then found himself looking
into a . hollow. Bushes and rocks were there, too,
in abundant:e, but they did not prevent him from
seeing the forms of half a dozen men standing
and . sitting close together. The boy raised his
.head· a little, and had no difficulty _in counting
them. There were just six, and a short distance
. away a number of horses were tied to trees.
"There they are, Charlie," he said in a low
,vhisper. "Now then, we'll just work around to
the right a little and then we'll be able to hear
'What they are talking about. It wouldn't do for
us to go down right he're, 'for they would see us
1,efore we got half way."
Charlie nodded, a grim smile playing about his
mouth. They moved on to the right and went
around in a semi-circle, and two minutes later
'they stepped behind a clump of bushes that was
11ot more than twenty feet above the group of
men. The latter were talking in low tones, and
they seemed to ):>e very earnest in what they were

saying. But it was little that Wild .and Charlie
could pick up from their conversation, since they
were bewailing the fate of the man who had been
shot from the top of the cliff.
"It was his own fauit, Bat," one of them said,
with a shake of the head. "I told him he had better not try for a . shot. But Ted always was a
hot-headed fell er, an' when he found it was that
kid they call Young Wild West what had come up
to spoil our game, he allowed that he was goin' to
shoot him, anyhow."
"Of course it was his own fault," a beetlebrowed fello,w who was no doubt the leader answered. "But that ain't the thing of it. When
Ted got kiiled we lost a good man. You all know
that he never was afraid of anything, an' when it .
come to puttin' up a hard fight, he was always
there."
"I don't ~ee as there's any use in keepin' on
talkin' about it," one of the others said, as he
ejected a mouthful of tobacco juice upon a rock
close to him. "Ted got his medicine, an' that's all
there is to it. If we're goin' to git hold of that
gold Murphy an' Rankin has got there, we've got
to be mighty careful how we act. That kid an'
them with him j est h a d to come along about the
time we had things goin' the way we wanted 'em
to. This is a set back, that's sartin, but I've heard
it said by my grandmother when I was mighty
small, that this here world is full of setbacks_.~ '
that the only way to win out is to keep goin' rig'ht
ahead."
"Meanin' by that, I s'pose, that we oughter go
right down there an' try an' clean 'em out." But
Neary retorted, sneeringly.
"Oh, no," was the reply. "That ain't the meanin' of it at all, Bat. A setback is somethin' that
oughter make the one what gits it do a little
thinkin'. After he's thought a while he's putty
sure to think of another way of doin' it."
"I reckon Cooper is right in what he's sayin',
Bat," another declared .
"Yes, most likely he is. But that was just what
I was thinkin', anyhow, so there wasn't no need
of him tellin' m e anything about it. We've got to
think of some way to git the best of 'em down
there. It can't be done by plain fightin', We'll
wait till dark, an' then most likely we'll git the
chance we want."
"My idea is that the best thing we kin do ~1:o
go away, an' then came back ag'in after that Kid
an' the.rest of his gang has left Murphy an' Rankin," the man called Cooper said, after thinking a
moment.
"If you was to do that," one of the others remarked, with a shake of the head, "it might be too
late to git the gold. S'pose Murphy an' Rankin
made up their minds to go away an' take the gold
dust with 'em. They would sartinly think it a
good chance to git away by leavin' with that
bunch."
"Even if they done that they couldn't take all
the gold with 'em. I reckon that place is jest full
of it," declared Cooper.
"That's all right," Bat answered, frowningly.
"You don't s'pose we're goin' to do any diggin'
for gold, when we kin git hold of some what's -mready dug out for us. Jest wait till it gits dark,
an' I'll show you what we'll do. We'll clean out
that gang in a hurry, an' take them gals prisoners."
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"I know what you're thinkin' of, Bat. You have you please. We won't bother you any further just
got it in your head that you need another wife." now."
.
•
"Never mind what I've got in my head. But I
Then the boy motioned with his le'!t hand to the
will say I wasn't thinkin' of nothin' about that. scout, who promptly stepped back behind the
I don't believe in shootin' women folks, if I kin bushes. Wild backed slowly away, and then drophelp it, an' that's why I said we would take 'em ped to the g-round, though he could still watch the
villains between a cleft in the rocks. Charlie crept
prisoners."
"I ain't agreein' with you on that point," Cooper close to his side, and while the two were gazing
declared. "I was lookin' when Ted got his medi- down ::it the six villains they saw them hold a
ci~an' I'm dead sartin it. was a gal what fired short conference in whispers, and then go to their
the shot that took him dead to rights.
horses. Two minutes later they had mounted and
"Of course it was, an' I know the very one, too. were riding away from the spot.
She's got yaller hair, an' wears a dr ess that'5
"Come on, Charlie," the young deadshot s,.aid,
red," the man who was chewing the tobacco spoke in his cool and easy way. "We'll go back to the
up.
.
camp now. While I hardly believe they intend to
· Wild and Charlie were now much interested, go :very far, I reckon they'll have something to
since the conversation had turned to a point that think about, and will be very careful how they
let them know of the intentions of the villains. make an attack upon the camp."
'·Right you are, Wild. But they'll come back
The young deadshot had no liking to shoot down
human beings, even though he knew they were iust the same, see if they don't. They ain't gotn'
looking for the chance to take his own life. If to give up that gold as easy as all that, an' they're
they permitted the villains to try and take posses- afte1· us, too."
The two made a short cut of it in getting back.
sion of the prospector s' cla im that night there
would- sur ely be bloodshed as a result. He thought They moved in a direction entirely opposite the
quickly, and decided that the best thing to do one they had come in order to reach the top of the
would be to give them a chance to make good their cliff, and in a very few minutes were back at the
camp.
escape.
"Charlie," he whispered as he placed his lips
cl~ to the scout's ear, "I reckon we had bette1·
te1'7"lhose fellows to get away from here."
CHAPTER III.-Hop Interests the Prospectors.
"All right, Wild," was the reply. "Anything
you say suits me."
Arietta was watching for Wild and Charlie to
The young deadshot slowly arose to his feet come back, and she happened to be the first one to
and, revolver in hand, stepped through the bushes see them as they turned a corner at the foot of
and looked directly down upon the group that was the cliff.?
so close to him. Charlie followed him, his rifle
"How did you make out, Wild?" she called out.
leveled downward, and the rope slung over his rising to her feet.
shoulder. At first those below did not see the two
"All right, little girl," was the reply. "We
standing above them, but suddenly the man called found them easily enough."
Cooper raised his eyes and the moment he did so
"Found 'em !" cried Tom Murphy, amazed.
he called out excitedly:
""Nhy, we didn't hear no shootin'."
"Look out, boys!"
"It wasn't necessary to do any shooting, MurThen he jumped back to get behind a rock.
phy," Wild answered, smilingly. "We found them
"Stop right where you are," called out Young gathered in a bunch and talking over what they
Wild West, in a ringing voice. "Hold up your intended to do, and after listening for a while J
Ji.ands, you sneaking coyotes! We have got you thought the best thing we could do would be ta
right where we want you, and if you dare try to advise them to go away. That is what I did."
get away you'll die before you take two steps."
"And they didn't offer.to shoot at you when theJ
~arlie's left eye was closed, and his rifle was seen you?"
right on a line with Bat Neary's heart, while the
"They didn't have the chance, Murphy."
young deadshot simply stood there, his revolver in
"I see. You must have surprised 'em."
readiness to shoot. Cooper had stopped still in his
"Rather, I think. How about it, Charlie?"
tracks, though he was partly behind the rock he
"We had the measly coyotes dead to rights," the
had aimed for in order to get out of danger.
scout declared. "I had the feller you call Bat
"Come back," Wild said to him, making a Neary covered with my rifle, an' one little touch
threatening move with his revolver.
ag'in the trigger would have sent a bullet cleaa
Reluctantly the man -did so. By this time the through his heart."
others had their ·hands abdve their heads. EvidentWild then briefly related how they had easily
ly they knew they stood no chance of getting mastered the villains, and forced them to mount
away, so felt that it was best to obey the young their horses and ride from the spot."
deadshot's command.
He of course related what their intentions were
"A fine-looking lot you are, I must say," the from their conversation. I Iurphy and Rankin apboy said, in his cool and easy way. "So you in- peared to be much relieved.
tend ,t o.try and wipe us out after it gets dark, do
"I 1·eckon they won't come back now," the forY<nl,? , Now let me tell you something, Bat Neary. mer declared. "We'll have a chance to go ahead
I 'ffll'n't want your blood on my hands, but I prom- and git out all the dust that's to be got here, an•
ise ypu that if you don't get away from here in a then we'll git away from this place."
hurry and stay away, you will all be shot just the
"And let them come and take possession of ~
same as the fellow was when he took a shot at claim?" Wild asked, as if surprised.
me and missed. I reckon that will be about all.
"What else kin we do?"
·
There are your horses, so you can go or stay as
"How far is it to tlie nearest mining campZ"
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"All of sixteen miles, I reckon."
.
bread an' a good cup of coffee. We ain't had no
"That's quite a little distance, but if I wei-e you coffee in three days."
I would stakt! out the claim. You haven't done
"Your appetite will be satisfied shortly," Jim
that yet, as I can see."
Dart answered, smilingly.
can have the
"No, we didn't think it was worth while. · Sor- bear meat, but for my part"Charlie
be satisfied with
ter thought we would git hold of what we could some of the venison we have I'll
with us."
carry away, an' then let it go."
Wild did not mean to put
faith in the vil"That would be foolish. If I were you I would lains leaving, so he appointedany
Jim Dart to remain
stake out the claim and try to hold it. If what on guard until suppertime . Jim
knew his busiyou say is true, it's a pretty rich piece of ground ness, so stationing himself upon a rock
so he cdltld
here."
not be seen from the top of the cliff, he kept his
"Mighty rich, I reckon. I s'pose we had better eyes fixed in that direction almost
continually .
do as you say. ,We'll be safe enough here as long The smoke from the campfire curled upward
and
as you folks stay over there, anyhow."
the odor of boiling coffee and
meat soon
"We can't remain here very long, unless that floated upon the breeze. The broiling
horses
grazed congang forces us to. But say, Murphy, there are a tentedly upon the grass near the brook,
while the
few things that should be done here before we two burros the prospectors had with them
conthink of going to sleep to-night."
tented themselves by lying down, since they had
"Jest tell me what they are, an' I'll do my level already eaten their fill. A bird of prey
soared
best, Young Wild West."
over the camp at a dizzy height, but no sounds
"All right. When we were at the top of the were heard other than the crackling
of the fagcliff we could see some of you here between the gots and the voices of those in the
Peace
rocks. I reckon those openings had better be and quiet seemed to reign, and thecamp.
appetites of
filled up."
all hands increased as the time for eating came
"We'll git right at it, then."
nearer. Finally Wing announced that slipper was
Wild and Charlie quickly pointed out the dan- · ready. Then Wild walked over to Jim and said:
gerous places-, and even Rankin, though he had
·"Go ahead and eat. I am in no particular hurbut one hand to use, insisted on helping with the ry. I'll keep a 'Yatch until you and
Charlie are
work. It did not take long to remedy things so through."
•
that they would all be safe so long as they did
"No, Wild," Dart answered, stoutly. "I m¾gnt
not stand upright too much or walk about. Mean- as well stay right here now. You go ahead
and
while Wing, the cook, had kindled a fire, and was eat!'
making preparation s for the supper. The sun
"Tliat's right, Wild," Eloise spoke up, as she
was getting well down now, and it would not be came running to them. "l"ll stay
more than an hour and a half before darkness and then we can eat together." here with Jim,
would come upon them.
"Well, if you want it that way, all right," and
"Fix up a little extra,' Wing," the young dead- the young deadshot smiled. "I suppose
you can
shot said to the cook. "We'll invite Murphy and talk over your little love affairs and forget
all
Rankin to eat supper with us."
about supper. That's right; go ahead. I'll eat
"If you kin spare the grub I reckon we'll be glad right away, then."
to accept the invitation," Rankin declared. "The
"Ain't the young feller an' the gal goin'
eat
fact is we're putty well out of grub, as well as their supper now?" Rankin asked, as Wild tocame
rifle cartridges. I don't jest know what we would back.
have done if you folks hadn't come along, even if
"No, they are going to remain on watch
Bat Neary hadn't started to clean us up jest as he the rest of us are through," was the reply. until
did. We knowed that he was hangin' about with
"Say, that ain't right, is it,
his gang an' meant to steal our gold dust, an' prospector turned to his partner. Tom?" and the
that would have kept us here. Might have been
"No, it ain't," was the reply. "Me an' you will
starved out if they hadn't made up their minds to do the watchin', I reckon."
...,
shoot us down."
"That's all right," Wild answered, smiling1y.
"We always carry a pretty good supply of "They want to do a little talking on the quiet, l;JO
provisions with us, and it just happens that we come on and eat your supper."
have a good stock on hand. I reckon we could
"Oh, if that's · the way it· is, it's all right.
stay here a week without starving, especially since reckon we kin both eat. That cook' of yours sar-I
it looks as though there might be some pretty good tinly knows his business. I've seen enough to
hunting about here."
make me believe that, even if I ain't tasted any
"There's plenty to shoot in the way of birds, of the grub yet."
rabbits an' sich like. I s'pose it wouldn't be no
"My blother allee sanfoe · velly goodee cook, so
trouble to git a bear or a buck if you was to go out be, but he foolee Chinee, too," Hop spoke up,
a mile from the camp."
·
smiling blandly.
"That piece of bear meat you have got hangin'
Wig shot an angry glance at him, but did not
over there looks putty good," Charlie remarked, as venture to make a reply. The prospector s laughhe walked over toward it. "There's nothin' what ed and looked at Hop curiously as he sat down to.
suits me any better than a nice juicy steak of bear partake of the good things that were now ready.
meat . If you don't mind, I'll cut off a thick slice While they were eating Murphy, who was quite
an' have it broiled over the coals after the fire close to Wild, looked ·over at Hop and said in a lowburns down enough."
tone of voice :
"Cook it all if you want to," Rankin declared.
"That seems to be a mighty funny Chinee."
"We're sorter tired of bea.r meat, ain't we, Tom?"
"Rather funny, I should say," was the re~ly.
"A little bit that way," was the reply. "My "He's always full of mischief. A born practical
1nouth has been waterin' for some potatoes an' joker, you know."
·
'
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"Practi cal joker, eh? Likes to play tricks on
.
people, you mean."
"Yes, so you had better look out for him, or he'll
be doin' it with yon."
"Oh, I don't care if he does. I'm a good
natured feller, anyhow , ain't I, Bill?"
"You always was, as far as I know," Rankin
answere d, with his mouth full of venison .
"Hop is also quite a magicia n," Wild went on.
-"19e can do some very mystify ing things when he
takes the notion."
"Magic ian, eh? He don't look it, though I'm
takin' your word for it that it's true."
"Probab ly he will convinc e you that he is something out of the ordinar y before the evening has
passed. We'll see about that later on."
From that time .the two prospec tors were very
much interest ed in Hop Wah, the clever Chinee.
When they had finished eating their supper they
watche d the movem ents of the Chinam an, probably expecti ng that he would try to play a trick
on them. But that was not Hop's intentio n just
then. He was the first to go over to where Jim
and Eloise were sitting, and they were about to go
and _get their supper when Wild and Arietta
came up.
"Me watchee allee light, Misler Wild," Hop
said, smiling ly.
"I know you can, Hop. But we are going to
a e the place of Jim and Eloise for a little while.
You can go and amuse the two prospec tors if you
like. I hardly think that gang of villains will
bother us again before it gets dark."
Hop nodded, and after lighting a big black cigar
walked leisurel y back to where the rest were
gathere d.
"Me velly smartee Chinee, " he said, nodding to
Rankin and Murphy .
"So we've heard," the latter answere d, quickly .
"Your brother 's a mighty good cook, too."
"He allee samee foolee Chinee. "
"You told us that afore," Rankin observe d. "I
think you're a little hard on your brother to call
him a fool. Anyone who kin cook as well as he
kin ought not to be put down as a fool."
"Lat allee light. He no knowee velly muchee .
One timee he say he allee samee Melican sport,
and knowee evelyth ling. Now he allee samee
l."
"Shutte e uppee," spoke up Wing angrily .
"Pletty soonee me smacke e you face."
This caused the two men to laugh heartily , for
what would prove more interest ing than to see a
pair of heathen s engage in a fight? But Hop was
not going to do any fighting with his brother just
then. · He said nothing further to him, and turning to Rankin and · Murphy , he raised his finger
warnin gly and then said in a whispe r that was
.
just about audible .
"Me showee you somethl ing velly nicee, so be."
Withou t giving them a chance to make a reply,
he turned and walked over to a flat stone close to
the foot of the cliff, and then sat down. Naturally the two men followed him. Charlie knew
that someth ing was going on, of coui·se, so he
t ·moved around to a conveni ent spot, so he
might be able to keep an eye on them.
"Sittee down, so be," the clever Chinee said, as
the two walked up and looked at him question ingly.
Rankin found a good place to sit down and
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prompt ly did so, while his partner simply dropped
down right where he was. Rankin had to be a
little careful, since there was no doubt but that
his wounde d arm pained him somewh at.
"Me velly smartee Chinee, " the Chinam an now
said. ";Now len, me showee you somethl ing."
Out came a brand new pack of cards, and at
this junctur e Cheyen ne Charlie stepped over to
the spot.
"See here, boys," he said to the pros,Pec tors,
"I'm goin' to give you a little warnin' . Don't
make no bets with that heathen , or · don't you do
no gamblin ' with him. He's a born cheat, he is."
"Maybe you wantee makee lillee bettee, Misler
Charlie ."
- "Shet up!" the scout answere d sharply , and
then he sat down, showing that he intende d to remain where he was for a while. But Hop was
not at all dismaye d. He began shufflin g the cards,
and then asked one of the men to draw one from
the pack. Murphy accomm odated him, and when
he looked at the card he found it was the ace of
spades. "You knowee um card?" Hop· asked. as he slowly
took from unr;ler his blouse the big old-fash ioned
six-sho oter he always carried.
"I reckon I couldn' t hardly be mistake n in the
card," was the reply, and then he showed it to
Rankin and Charlie .
"Allee light. You tear um card in velly lillee
pieces, and puttee in his gun."
"Tear the card up an' put the pieces in that big
shooter , eh?"
"Lat light. Me showee you nicee lillee tlick."
Murphy did not stop until he had torn the card
into small fragme nts, droppin g them in the handkerchie f which still remaine d upon the rock. Having done this he placed the pieces into the muzzle
of the revolve r. Hop furnish ed him with a pencil,_ and told him to jam them in good and hard,
which he did. Then the clever Chinee picked up
the rest of the cards, and walking to a niche in
the cliff a short distance away, placed the whole
pack_ there, the end slightly protrud ing from the
openmg .
"What are you goin' to do now?" Murphy
asked, as he came back and picked up the revolver.
"Me putte um card back in um pack velly
muchee quickee , so be."
!fop looked around at those who were over near
the camp-fi re and called out:
"Misler Wild, me shootee , so be."
"Go ahead, Hop," was the reply.
"Me wantee teUee you so nobody be 'flaid " and
'
the Chinam an chuckle d.
Th~n he raised the revolve r, and taking a careful aim at the pack of cards, pulled the trigger.
Bang! There was a loud report, and some of the
cards fell to the ground. But the Chinam an was
so close that probabl y the pieces in the barrel had
gone the distance , so there was nothing strange
about it. Both Rankin and Murphy ran to the
spot, and almost the first Qard that they saw
lying face up on the ground was the ace of spades.
Amazed , they turned to the Chinam an and Cheyenne Charlie .
"What do you think of that?" Murphy asked
'
nodding to the scout.
"Nothin g strange about it. He's a magicia n
that's all. He'll tell you which card it was now.''
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"Um ace of spades!" Hop exclaimed, as he
stooped and picked up the card. "Me shootee in
um packee, but it no stay lere, so be."
"Hey, Charlie!" Young Wild West called out
just then; "come here. Those fellows have come
back again, and they have' got a flag of truce flying over there."
The scout turned and run to him, and sure
enough he could see at the top of· the cliff a white
rag tied to a short pole which was being waved
back and forth by someone who was afraid to show
.h imself.

was foolin' with redskins. Go ahead an' show us
how brave you are."
"Your'e tryin' to be funny, Cooper," the leader
answered, an angry flash in his eyes. "But it'>'
all . right. You know putty well who we're up
ag'm. Young Wild _West might be jest good
enough to plug me with a bullet when he sees it's
me."
"He wouldn't do nothin' like that. I reckon if
he had wanted to shoot us he WQuld have done re-when he surprised us up here afore."
Bat said no more, but walked rather cautiously
toward the edge of the precipice. Once he got .to
!t he reached from behind a rock and began wavCHAPTER IV.-Results From the Flag of Truce. mg the flag of truce back and forth.
"Hello, up there!" a voice called out from the
After being driven away from the hollow, the camp below.
It was ~ild wlio gave the call, and when Bat
six villains got to thinking harder than ever. They
did not go more than a quarter of a mile from the arose ~o his feet he saw him standing alone close ·
s~ot, and then bringing their horses to a halt, they to a big rock that was probably thirty feet from
dismounted and held quite a lengthy discussion. the two tents that had been erected by the ChinaThe result was that they decided to try and get men.
on friendly terms with Young Wild West. There
'.'I'd like to have a talk with you," the villain
was but one way to do this, and that was to go said, as he ceased waving the rag, but took pains
to
hold it as high as he could.
back and hold a parley with him. It was Bat
"All right, go ahead."
Neary who suggested the white flag business. It
happened that one of the men had an undershirt
Jus~ then Arie~ta appeared, and then Cheyenne
which at one time had been nearly white. He Char he stepped mto view, a rifle in his hands.
willingly gave it up, and after a piece ad been Bat Neary felt rather uncomfortable, and he Wij
torn from the garment it was washed in the brook_ almost t empted to get out of sight.
"Kin I come down there, so we kin talk better?"
and then affixed to a stick.
"That's good enough, boys," Bat declared, nod- he asked, in a voice that trembled slightly.
·
"Do you think you can talk any better if you
ding his head approvingly as he took the improcome
down?"
·
vised flag of truce in his hand and waved it over
his head. "Now then, we'll go back to the cliff,
"I sartinly do."
an' I'll mighty soon let them in the camp see this
"What do ~ou want to talk about, anyhow?"
thing. When they do I'll jest show myself an' tell
"I'll come down, if you don't mind."
'em I'd like to come down an' have a talk with
"All right, come right along. Bring the whole
'em. They sartinly can't very well refuse me in gang with you, if you like. I know very well that
that. But one thing about it," and he shook his , you are up to something that means no good to us.
finger warningly. "I don't want yoq fellers to But we don't care. We would just as leave clean
have a word to say. You're goin' down with me, you out now as to wait and do it later on."
of course, an' we'll have our horses putty close by
"Nothin' like that, Young Wild West nothin'
so if anything happens we'll be able to git away like that. You don't s'pose I'd come b~ck here
in a hurry. Of course we ain't goin' to do nothin' with a flag of truce if we was meanin' to do anylike fightin', so don't think that way. About the thing wrong?"
.
only thing that will make us git away in a hurry
"Come on down," and the boy sat down upon a
is for Young Wild West to tell us to go. Then I rock in an offhand way.
.
s'pose we'll have to do it, or he might take a notion
Arietta took her place beside him, and then Hi
to clean us out. Now then, come on back ."
was not long before Neary was seen coming from
The villains had eaten their 1·ather frugal sup- the bushes and rocks a short distance away.
per, for like the two prospectors, they did not Rather timidly his men were following him, and
have much in the way of food with them. The as they came to an open spot and paused, Arietta
cooking utensils and other things had been counted shook her head and said:
up and divided so they could be carried without
"A mise1·able-looking lot, I must say."
much trouble to anyone, so this made it quite easy
"Come over here, Bat," Wild called out, after
for . them to set out on the back track without nodding to his swetheart. "Maybe you have good
delay. They rode on to the hollow, and pausing intentions, so I am _going to give you a chance."
there, talked it over aagin, only to stop where they
"Thank you for .saying that, Young Wild West.
had been before. Then Bat Neary gave a satis- · I ain't the bad man what you might think I am.
fied nod, and looking at his companions in a fear- Jest 'cause me an' my pard& wanted to jump this
less sort of way, said:
here claim don't say that we was awful bad. It's
"Now then, I'm goin' to show you that I'm some- only human nature what makes men feel that way
what of a hero. I'm goin' to the edge of the cliff sometimes, you know. Gold is gold, an' it's the
an' wave this flag. As soon as they see it I'm one best thing for a feller to own outside of his
goin' to show myself, too. I'll bet there ain't a health an' strength."
...,
man among you as feels like doin' that."
"I reckon you have got that right, you measJy
"You're the one to do it, Bat," Cooper answered, coyote," Cheyenne Charlie answered. "But it
somewhat sarcastically. "It's an awful thing for don't sound as good comin' from you as it would
a feller to wave a white rag. Never heard tell of if some honest, decent galoot spoke the words."
anyone bein' shot while he was doin' it, unless he
Bat Neary left his men standing where they had
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halted, and came forward, still holding the :flag of
truce in his hand. As he neared the camp he
came in full sight of the body of the man who had
been shot by Arietta. It was lying between two
rocks , in a sort of hole to the left, and involuntarily he came to a stop and looked at it. Then it
popped into his head that he should start the conversation by asking permission to remove the body
'1ld give it decent burial.
"What are you looking- at, Bat?" Wild asked,
as he arose to his feet and tried to see what his
eyes were directed upon.
"It's poor Ted, an old pard of mine. He's the
one what the gal shot, you know."
"Oh, that's so. I'd almost forgotten about that.
So the carcass is lying there, eh?"
"Yes, wedged between two rocks. Say, Young
Wild West, that's one reason why I wanted to talk
to you. I s'pose you'll give us a chance to bury
poor Ted, won't you?"
"Certainly. We could hardly refuse you such a
request as that."
"All riifht, then. I'll let the boys git right at
it, if you don't mind."
"Go ahead, afore :it gits dark."
Bat turned to his men, and quickly told them
what to do. They were all more than willing to
· ter the remains of their late companion, and the
ole five of them hastened to the spot. Then Bat
walked over slowly and joined those who were
waiting for him. Only Arietta and Charlie had
come out from behind the rocks, and they appeared quite at their ease. Bat looked at the
young deadshot's sweetheart for a moment, and
then shakin_g his head, said:
"You wouldn't hardly think that gal could shoot
as straight as all that."
"You know who shot your pard, then?" Wild
said questioningly.
"Yes, it was the gal with the yaller hair an' the
red jacket. I seen that much, an' so did some of
·
the rest of us."
"I shot him," Arietta answered. "But you know
what I did it for."
"I know, miss. Don't !;lay nothin' more about
it. I ain't blamin' you one bit. If you ketch me
tryin' to shoot Young Wild West or any of you,
-ii1t1 kin do the same to me, 'cause I'll be deservin'
(If it. Maybe if I tell you that poor Ted was down
on Young Wild West an' made up his mind to
shoot him even when the rest of us told him not
·
to, you'-11 understand it better."
"He was down on me, eh?" Wild asked, looking
at him sharply.
"Yes, he said he knowed you. I reckon you
must have done somethin' to him at some time or
other."
"If I did he was no good, you can bet on that.
I never yet did anything to a person if he was not
richly deserving of it."
"I ain't sayin' nothin' about that. I reckon
Ted used to be a mighty bad man. But he's dead
now, the poor feller, an' the best we kin do is to
•
·ve him a decent burial."
Then Bat hesitated a moment as if he was tryIng to think of what he should say next. Just
then Hop Wah stepped from behind the rocks, a
,
11ottle in his hand.
"Velly nicee evening, so be," he said, as he
IIOdded toward the red glow in the -west, for the
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sun had disappeared below a range, leaving the
sky lit up in all the glory of a sunset.
"What's that?" the villain asked, turning to him
and showing surprise, for evidently he had not expected a common Chinaman to speak to him.
"Velly nicee evening, so be. Maybe you likee
havee lillee dlink of tanglefoot."
"Stop that, Hop," Wild spoke up sharply. "This
is no time for fooling. This man has come here
to talk with me. Now you just keep quiet and
1,t him go ahead."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and then Hop sat
upon the ground, and removing the cork from the
bottle, appeared to take a drink from it.
He smacked his lips as he put back the cork,
and then patting his stomach affectionately, exclaimed:
"Velly goodee, so be. Me likee tanglefoot."
Bat Neary was more than interested in the
Chinaman now. The fact was he felt a strong desire for a drink of whisky all of a sudden.
"Say heathen," he said, taking a step toward
him. "'.I'm wi!lin' to pay you for a good drink of
that stuff.''
"Wait a minute, Bat," Wild interrupted "You
seem to have forgotten what you came here for.
Now go ahead with your game."
"Oh, all right," and rather reluctantly the villain turned back and faced the boy.
"Young Wild West," he went on, after thinking
for a moment, "what I wanted to tell you is that
me an' my pards ain't got no hard feelin's ag'in
you whatever, even if poor Ted got shot. I've already said as how he was deserving of it, 'cause
he had no business to try an' pop you over from
the cliff up there."
"Yes, you have already said that. Go on," and
~he y~ung deadshot showed that he was getting
impatient.
"I wanted to tell you that you needn't think we
would bother you or Tom Murphy an' Bill Rankin,
either, again, so if you happen to find us around
anywhere close by you won't think that way.''
"That's what you wanted to tell me eh?"
"Yes, and I hope you'll believe m;."
"Your hope is a vain one, then, Bat. I dont'
believe a word you say.''
"Too bad," and the villain shook his head as if
he felt discouraged. "Jest 'cause we was tryin' to
jump this here claim an' poor Ted was fool
enou gh t o fire a shot at you, puts us down as beiu'
nothin' ~ore than low-down villains.''
"You have put that about right, I reckon. Now
then, if the Chinaman is willing to give you a
drink from that bottle you can have it, and then
you can go on about your business. Don't show
up again with a white rag or without one. If
you do you'll wish you had not, that's all."
Bat hesitated for a moment, and then looked at
Hop, who promptly arose to ·his feet and came
forward, holding out the bottle.
"You velly nicee Meli can man. Me velly muchee
solly, so be," the Chinaman said, shaking his head
as if he really meant it. "Take I.illee dlink and
len you feelee better, so be.''
"I'll give you five dollars for the bottle,
heathen," came the quick reply.
"Allee light. Givee me fivee dollee, so be.''
Bat showed that he had some money, for he
quickly extracted a goldpiece from the depths of
a pocket in his trousers. The Chinaman took it
from him, and then passed the bottle to him.
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"Velly nicee evening, so be, Misler Bat," he said
smilingly, and then winking at Cheyenne Charlie,
he walked over and stood at his side.
The villain hesitated for a moment, and then
looking at Wild, said:
"There ain't no use in me doin' any more talkin', eh?"
·
. "Not the least use in the world. Go on with
your bottle. You and your gang can get drunk
and then start shooting at us as soon as you like."
"We won't do nothin' like that, Young Wild
West, so don't think so. We'll prove to you that
we're honest men afore you go away from here."
The young deadshot said no more, so the man
turned and walked away, carrying his flag of
truce in one hand and the bottle he had purchased
from Hop in the other.
"Lat velly funny joke, so be, Misler Charlie,"
the clever Chinee said, as he turned to the scout.
"Um bottle allee samee gottee watee and plenty
led peppee in. Bad Melican man burnee throat
velly muchee quickee.'
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the scout. "I was thinkin' that's the way it was. We'll jest wait here an'
see what happens, 'cause as soon as he gits over
where that gang is he'll sample the bottle."
Charlie was perfectly right in this. Bat Neary,
somewhat discomfited at having failed to make
friends with Young Wild West and his companions, hurried back and joined his companions, who
had started in to dig a little grave for the body of
their late friend.
~'Here you are, boys. I've got somethin', anyhow," he called out, as he held up the bottle and
threw down the flag of truce.
Our friends heard the words, and saw the white
rag and stick go to the ground, but they could no
longer see the man. But in less than a minute
later an angry cry ·went up, and then there were
evidences of much confusion among the rocks.
Bat, true to his nature, had taken the first drink
from the bottle, and the result was that his breath
was almost taken away by the burning red pepper.

CHAPTER V.-Hop Sets Off a Blast.
Just what happened to the bottle Hop had sold
to Bat Neary could only be imagined, but Hop
Wah declared that he had his doubts if anyone
else got a chance to take a taste from it, even if
they had the desire.
"Hop," Arietta said to him, as they turned to
walk back into the camp, "you shouldn't have
taken the man's money. They idea of selling him
a bottle that contained nothing but water and red
pepper."
"Lat alle elight, Missee Alietta. Me velly bad.
Melican man. He stealee allee money flom me if
he gittee um chancee, so be."
"Even that is no reason why you should swindle
him in that way."
"Allee light, Missee Alietta. Me givee him um
fivee dollee, len."
"You'll hardly have the chance to do that, Hop,"
the girl answered.
"Me havee chance velly muchee quickee, so be.
Me velly smartee Chinee.''
Hop seemed to take to heart what the girl said
to him, and he promptly turned and started out
between the rocks.

"Where are you going, Hop?" Wild called out,
somewhat sharply.
"Me wantee givee um bad Melican man his
money, Misler Wild."
"If you really want to do that I reckon we had
better call one of them over here to get it, then.
Come back here."
Hop bowed meegly and came back. Then Wild
went on outside, and stepping upon a rock,
shouted:
·
"Hello, you fellows! One of you come over
here right away."
"What's the matter, Young Wild West?" a voice
answered from behind the rocks.
"How is your leader getting along after taking
a dose from that bottle the heathen sold him?"
"He's takin' a drink of water j est now. I reckon
the heathen swindled him all right. He says it
was nothin' more than water an' red pepper in
the bottle.''
"That's right. Now you just come over here
and the Chinaman will give you the five dollars
back."
Voices were heard'-then for the space of a minute ·or two, and finally one of the villains appeared from behind the rocks. He came rather
timidly, for no doubt he feared that some sort of
a trick might be played upon him. Wild stood
there without a weapon in his hand, and nodding
for the man to come over, he turned and calle.b.
out:
"Now then, Hop, come here with that money."
Allee light, Misler Wild," the Chinaman piped,
and out he came, a bland smile showing on his yellow face.
The desperado walked up and then Wild said:
"Now then, you take this five dollars back and
give it to your leader. I don't think much of the
idea of the Chinaman selling that bottle to him,
anyway. But it's all right, anyhow. He shall
have the five dollars back. Hop, give it to him."
The Chinaman promptly obeyed.
"That's what I call putty honest," the man said,
shaking his head.
·
"See that you give it to Bat Neary," the young
deadshot said.
"Oh, I'll do that. He's hearin' what we're sayin', an' he knows I've got it."
"Which means, I suppose, that if he didn't know
you. had it you might take the notion to keep it.I :-.
"No, I'm honest all right, Young Wild West,"'
and then he turned and hurried back to his companions.
Hop was somewhat crestfallen. He knew that
Young Wild West and his friends did not believe
in any sort of swindling whatever, and he made
up his mind right then and there that he would
never do anything like it again while they were
around. Five minutes later our friends heard the
villains going away. But they hardly expected
that they would go very far, and meant to keep
a sharp watch during the night. This was faithfully adhered to, but it seemed rather useless,
since the long night slipped away and daylight
came w:i.thout them hearing or seeing anything of
the gang that was so anxious to obtain possession...
of the claim. The sun was not yet up when every~
person in the camp was stirring about. Wild and
his partners had not looked over the placer northe hole the prospectors had dug into the cliff -as
yet, so while Wing was preparing the breakfast
the three joined Murphy, who was loo~ing over· ,
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the few mining implements they possessed, · and
Eis partner was agreeable tQ this, so rit was
said:
settled without any further talk that Murphy was
"You don't mind if we have a look around, do to strike ·o ut for the mining camp promptly after
you?"
eating his breakfast. _It was yet very early
"Not at all, Young Wild West. I reckon we an' the morning meal had beenl finished. Murphywhen
lost
Bill is well satisfied that you don't want none of no time in getting his horse ready, and
he
our gold dust. But your'e welcome to some of it saw Young Wild West saddling his sorrel when
stallion,
jest the same."
he looked at him in surprise.
"Thank you for the offer. But it happens that
"I'll go with you a short distance,"
young
. are all pretty well fixed. We own a mine or deadshot said smilingly. "I want to the
see to it
two ourselves, and they are paying us handsome that those villains don't get after you."
profits."
"Oh, I see. But won't you be runnin' a risk if
"An' we're interested in a few that we don't thev do come after me?"
own altogether," Charlie added.
"I'll take my chances with them. You can bet
As soon as Rankin finished attending to his I'll not let them get close enough to do any
wounded arm he joined them, and then the two They have proved pretty well that they can'tharm.
shoot
prowectors showed the young deadshot and his very straight."
partners everything there was to be een about
Arietta wanted to accompany the young deadthe claim, even to the pile of gold dust they had shot, but he would not let her.
accumulated and hidden in a niche.
"You stay right here, little girl," he said, as he
"You have been doing fine, I must say," Wild was mounting his horse. "I won't be
gone longer
declared, as they turned to go back to the camp. than half an hour at the most, and you can
bet
"If I am any judge of such things, I would say
when I come back I'll be safe and sound as usual."
that you have fifteen or twenty thousand dollars'
Two minutes later Wild and Tom-Murphy rode
worth of dust ready to be removed."
out of the camp, and were quickly lost to view.
"You think it would amount to as much as
The young deadshot kept a sharp watch around
that?" Rankin asked eagerly.
as he went along a few yards behind the pros"Yes, I do. The stuff seems to be pure. There's pector, but was unable to see anything of
the viilots more of it in that hole, too. The further you lains, who must be somewhere close by, though.
in the richer you will find it to be, too. I
After going about two miles a wagon trail was
wouldn't be surprised if there is a solid chunk in struck, and, when Murphy informed the
there somewhere. Certainlv you would be foolish: deadshot that this would lead him straight young
to the
to vacate the claim and permit that gang to take mining camp, Wild declared that he had gone
far
possession of it. How far is it to the nearest enough.
camp? I forgot what you said."
"All right, Murphy," he said. "Now you do the
"It can't be more than sixteen miles at the most, .best you can, and be sure to bring at least
six men
kin it, Bill?" .Murphy answered.
back with you. I wouldn't go as high as ten, if J
"Ain't quite as far as that," was the reply.
were you, for six or eight, at the most, will be
"What is the name of the camp?"
sufficient. You know there are only six of the des~
"Bonanza Hill."
peradoes, and if you outnumber them a little you
"Do you know anyone there?"
will have it all your own way."
"Quite a few."
"I'll fix it up jest as you say, Young Wild West.
"Men you can depend on?"
I'm a thousand times obliged to you for advisin'
"Oh, yes. I reckon we could pick up as many us. I'll git back jest as quick as I kin, too. Goodas ten what we know to be honest fellers."
by, till I see you this afternoon."
"All right, then. I am going to make a sugges"Good-by, Muhphy."
tion."
Wild watched him as he rode along over the
"What is it?" Murphy asked eagerly.
trail. and when he had disappeared around a
"It is that you start out right after breakfast
bend the boy turned and rode slowly back in the
Bonanza Hill and get as many as half a
dil-ection of the camp. When he was jm:;t about
dozen men who can be trusted to come back with
half way back two shots suddenly rang · out, and
you. We'll stay here until you return, and then
he heard the hum of the bullets. That Bat
we can go on our way, for the chances are that ,Neary was after him again he knew right away,
with the exu-a men 1,1ou will be able to take care
so quickly turninl!' his horse, be rode hehind the
'of things here. You cart suit yoursel_yes ;:i..bout shelter of. some rocks, and ·-then witlrout
'm aking arrangement s with the men. Probably - · mountini:;, un1-<lun~ his rifle and looked in thedis~
y ou may have .to offer them some inducement, even : -rert.ion he judged thP shots had cqme from. dithough they are ho~est."
·
·
There .was · an· openjng between -two, little h_ills
· "I kin git 'em .all . right, dont' . yp_~ _jhink so: . :aoout a hundl·ed· yards to the· left, and Wild
"Bill?"
.
., .
' . -~; ; ·: : ' ,.. . . ..
. .decided J haJ_there _was where "tli,e'"s}lbts hall. b<;eh
. "Sartin you kin," Rankin declared. ·~That's a . fired . from.
knew he was . p_artly . expoSil).g
"mighty good suggestion of Young Wild. "West's. · ' himself,. even if he had · got behind the
. rocks,
.You had better do as he says." ·
·
'but he did not care, for he counted on being able
"I'll do it. We'll fetch back some supplies, too.
to shoot before another shot could be fired,
We've got a little money left."
provided he was able to see the man about to
· "Well, if we ain't JlOt enough," Rankin ando it. For five minutes he sat there scarcely
·ered, in a satisfied way, "there's men there that
moving an inch, the sorrel holding up his head
would lend us what's needed, an' we could pay 'em
and waiting patientlv.
·
back in gold dust. I'm leavin' it to you, Tom. Yoµ
Then Wild suddenly saw somethin1;
at
start right back as soon as you git your break- the foot of one of the . hills. Insta,,tly move
the hutt
fast. You kin git back here some time this after- of his Winchester fell back against his shou}df,r,
noon. Better git a couple of extra burros, too."
and the weapon raised on a line. The next

He
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moment he saw what he knew to be the barrel are agreeable I'll call Hop, and he'll mighty soon
of a rifle as it was thrust around the side of tell us what he can do about it."
the hill. This was followed by the head and
"Call him, Young Wild W est."
shoulders of a man.
Wild walked out of the opening, and seeing
That he was about to be made a target of, the ~op sitting near the tents, promptly called for
boy knew perfectly well, so without any hesitation him to come over.
he dropped his cheek to the stock of his rifle
"Whattee mattee, Misler Wild?" the clever
and, ~taking a quick aim, pulled the trigger.
Chinese asked, as he joined the young deadshot
Crang! As the sharp report rang out the m an and Rankin.
arose partially to his feet and then staggered
'.'See here, Hop, I want to show you something!J'1
and fell flat upon his face.
"One more of you, you sneaking coyotes !" the W~ld answered, and he led him to the opening and
young deadshot exclaimed, his eyes flashing. pomted to the fissure that was at its back.
"Me see, Misler Wild. Plenty gold dust, so be."
"That leaves five. If I thought it was going
"Yes, there's a lot of it in here, no doubt. Do
to continue this way I'd ride on and overtake
Murphy and bring him back. But there is no you suppose you can fire a blast here and make the
telling anything about it, so I won't do that. But hole somewhat larger?"
I'l shoot every one of you if you persist in trying
"Velly muchee quickee, Misler Wild. Me gotto shoot me."
tee plenty powdee."
The boy ~aid this aloud, and the sorrel stal"It would take a lot of ordinary gunpowder "
lion, probably thinking that the remarks were Rankin declared.
'
addressed to him gave a low whinny.
"No doubt of it," Wild answered smilingly.
"That's all right, Spitfire, old boy," Wild said, "But Hop is quite a chemist,
kno~, and he no
patting the glossy neck of the animal without doubt has in his possession you
something that is a
taking his eyes from the direction in which he little more powerful than common
He
was watchinj!'. "You will do your part, I know. will fix it up for you all right, andgunpowder.
it won't take
Now then, we'll stay here a few minutes and wait him very
long to do it, either."
for another fellow to appear."
"Me fixee velly muchee quickee," the Chinaman
But that seemed to be enough for the present.
None of the rest of · them showed themselves, declared, and he promptly started back for the
and Wild finally rode out from behind the rocks camp.
In a very few minutes he returned carrying an
and proceeded on his way to the camp. He arrived there without any further happening, and ordinary whisky bottle which had a fuse attached
when he told his friends that another of the to it and was corked tightly.
desperadoes had been shot there was some sur"Lis allee light," he said, holding it up before
prise and a little rejoicin g, as mi P-ht he suoposer!. the eyes of the two. "Makee velly bigee bang.
"Only five of 'em left, eh?" Bill Rankin said; Blowee um glound all to pieces, so be. Me fixee."
his eyes glistening with atisfaction.
"Might help a little," Rankin remarked, as he
"That's right, Bill,' Wild answered smilingly. watched the .Chinaman creep into the hole so he
"But five can do a whole lot if the go at it the might push the bottle into the crevice.
'
right way, you know. We have got to keep a
Ther~ was just about room for Hop to do this,
continual watch for them."
and when he had it just where he wanted it he
But the young deadshot felt pretty sure that turned, and motioning to the two to get out of
so long as they remained at the camp the vil- the way, said:
lains would nut attempt to do any more shoot"Now
ing. The incident was soon forgotten by him, way." Ien, me lightee. Evelybody gittee outtee
and when Rankin walked up to the excavation
But they waited until they saw him strike a
he followed him.
"Bill," Wild said, after looking into the open- match and light the end of the fuse, which was
ing for a minute or two, "there's a split back probably fom: feet in length, and one of the slO_'¥ ·
there which looks to me as if it might be widened b_urning sort. They knew they would have am p:te
a whole lot if some sort of an explosive is used. time to get out of danger. Hop waited until he
You haven't any dynamite with you, have you?" saw that the fuse was burning properly, and then
"Not a bit. We didn't fetch none with us," came out.
"Comee on, Misler Wild," he said, taking the
the prospector answered.
.
"Only a lot of labor would be saved if you were . young deadshot by the ann. "Makee velly bigee
bang, so be. Evelythling go uppee in um air."
to make a blast, though," the boy went on.
"Yes, but how are you goin 'to do it?"
Fearing that pieces of rock might be hurled
"Probably Hop can help you out. If you are upon them, Wild advised those at the camp to get
willing. I'll sneak to him about it."
further away, and then all withdrew to a safe dis"Willin'! Why, I'm willin' to anything, Young tance. They had barely done this when a puff
Wild West. You kin see putty well, if you go of smoke shot from the mouth of the excavation,
about a hundred feet to the left, that this here followed instantly by a thunderous report. The
ridge ain't very thick through it. Jest what's ground fairly shook, ana for the space of a few
at the other side we ain't been able to find out, seconds they could see nothing, or the sun was ob'cause it's altogether too steep to climb up to the scured by the smoke and dust that rose in the
top, an' you can't git around from that end."
air. Cheyenne Charlie was the first to leave tb..e
He pointed to the right, and Wild looked in spot, and he had not gone more than twenty 1.f&.t'<'
the direction and agreed with him.
before he stooped and piclrc1,d up something. ,
"I have an idea that there is quite a deep
"Hooray!" he cried, holding it up. "Here's a
llollow behind this natural wall of rock and dirt," big nugget. 'Blowed it all the way here. That
the boy said, after a pause. "Well, Bill, if you
ridge must be full of gold!"
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had come. Murphy had disappeared, but the two
took it for granted that the young deadshot had
only accompanied him that far as a sort of protection, and was now going back to the claim.
"Come on, Jimmy," Bat said, hurriedly. "Let's
It was but natural that the villains should feel
more bitter than ever against Young Wild West git around an' head the kid off. You're a better
after Bat Neary had failed to get on friendly shot with a rifle than I am, so I'm goin' to let you
terms with him. Bat himself was almost wild pop him over."
"I'll do my best, Bat," Jimmy replied, his face
over the trick Hop had played upon him, and he
very pale but a look of det~rmination in his eyes.
V'1 - ed that should he ever lay hands on the Chinaman he would put him to death in a hurry. Even They rode on around among the rocks and sucthe return of the five dollars did not mollify hini ceeded in making a short cut. Then they disany, and when he went away with his gang to the mounted and crept up as close as they dared to,
spot where they had left their horses, he was talk- pausing behind one of the little hills that· has
ing excitedly of what he intended to do to all already been mentioned. When they suddenly
hands of them as soon as he got the chance. saw Young Wild West riding leisurely alo~g
The villains did not go to the hollow where scarcely more than two hundred feet from them,
Wild and Charlie had so easily caught them, but both threw their rifles to their shoulders and
rode on for about half a mile to the spot they had fired, but neither the bullets took effect, as has
first camped on after declaring war against the already been told. Bat swore angrily, but Jimmy
two prospectors. It was a pretty goop. hiding- advised him to be quiet.
"I'll git him," he declared determinedly. "He's
place iiheltered on three sides by high rocks, trees
and bushes, and with a spring of water right around behind them rocks, but I kin see him right
there to supply them with all they needed. They now. Jest wait till I creep a few feet closer, an'
remained there during the night, none of them I'll git him."
Bat gave a nod, and let out a few more oaths.
venturing to leave the camp.
But the moment it began to grow daylight Bat He remained in the background, while his man
was up and just as eager as ever to get posses- crept forward to his doom. When the young deadsi,Qp _of the claim and be revenged upon Young shot's rifle cracked and Jimmy rolled over dead,
Y:~ West and Hop Wah, for they were the two Bat Neary was stricken with a sudden fear. He
he was tl.e most bitter against. No fire was ran to the two horses that had been left a few
kindled to cook any breakfast, the men making yards behind them, and mounting his own, rode
the best of what they had to stay their hunger, swiftly, leading the other. A cold prespiration
and hoping that before the day was over they was on his brow when he dashed up to his camp.
"What's the matter, Bat?" Cooper cried, as he
would come into possession of all the good things
in the eatable line that were at the camp -a short looked at the riderless horse the villain had led
distance away. Bat took Cooper with him and in with him.
"Jimmy got his medicine. Young Wild West
climbed to a high spot from which they might
watch the camp of our friends. It happened that shot him," came the reply, in a husky voice.
The men looked at each other in silence for a
they were able to see Wild and Murphy as they
rode away, and though they were somewhat puz- moment. Then Cooper shook his head sadly and
zled as to what this meant, the leader of the gang remarked:
"Jest about what I thought. What are we
became struck with the idea of getting the best
of Young Wild West-wiping him out, so to speak. goin' to do next, I wonder?"
"Never mind what we're goin' to do next,"
"I want one of you to foller me," he said, when
he came back and told those in waiting about cried Bat, angrily, for he was now returning to
the departure of the two. "It sorter strikes me his old self again. "There's five of us left, an' if
that they're headin' for Bonanza Hill, most. likely we'll stick together we'll win out yet. That claim
·t a crowd of men to come back here an' help has got to be ours, an' Young Wild West has got
'e clean us out. Now then, one is enough to go to die."
"An' the heathen, too," Cooper added, a tinge
with me. Who is it goin' to be?"
"Not me,'" Cooper answered, quickly. "I ain't of sarcasm in his voice.
"Yes, the heathen, too. But you needn't git
feelin' like gittin' shot jest now."
The rest remained silent, and becoming some- funny a:bout it," the leader cried, angrily.
"Nothin' to be funny about, I'm sure, is it,
what angry, Bat again asked who· was going to
.
accompany him. Then one of them, who was boys?"
They all declared that it was not, and Bat decalled Jimmy, arose to his feet and said:
"I will, Bat. If I git shot, well an' good. I'm cided not to say anything further about it. But
goin' to help you out with this thing all I kin. strive as he might, the villain could not think of
I never was knewed to be a coward, an' I reckon a plan to get the best of the young deadshot and
his friends. Finally he lay down on his blanket
never will be?"
Then he turned and promptly saddled his horse. and shut his eyes.
"He's goin' to sleep," Cooper said, in a whisBat gave a nod of approyal, and after condemning the others for their cowardice, saddled per. "It's all right, boys. We've got to depend
his horse and a couple of minutes later rode away on Bat to git us out of this scrape. I call it a
'llith. Jimmy, bidding Cooper and the rest to re- scrape, 'cause it Sartinly is. If we don't go away
.&min. there until they returned. The two villains from here an' give up the thought of gittin' that
took what they thought would be a short cut to_ gold dust, we're goin' to have a hot time of it.
the trail that 1ed to the mining camp. But they But we've all told Bat that we would stick, so
got mixed up a little, and the result was that that's what we'll do."
"That's what we'll do," came the reply, and
when -they did strike it they were just in time to
· see Young Wild West turning back the way he Bat raised his head and nodded encouragingly.
CHAPTERV VI.-Bat Neary and His Gang Are
Hopeful of Success.
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Then he dropped off to sleep, probably to dream
of a way that would enable him to win out. But
it was not long that he was permitted to sleep,
for the sound of an explosion rang out, and even
at that distance the villainous gang felt the
.
shock.'
"What's that?" Bat Neary cried, as he sprang
to his feet and looked at his companions in a
startled way.
"Somethin' blowed up, I reckon,' 'Cooper answered. 'I'm mighty sure it wasn't thunder."
Then they all made their way out of the glen
and up to the top of a neighboring hill. They
could see a faint cloud of smoke that was gradually disappearing over in the direction of the
prospectors' claim.
"I know what it is!" one of them explaine~
excitedly. "They've had a blow-up over there.
Dyanmite, or somethin'. They're gittin' hard
·
after the gold."
This seemed to be a pretty good sort of explanation, and the rest decided that the speaker was
correct.
"Most likely that little ridge at the back of the
claim is full of gold, boys," Cooper said "I seen
enough of what was there to make me feel that
way, anyhow. Since Young Wild West has got
there most likely he's been tellin' to git what they
kin an' then leave the place for us."
"They'll git fooled if that's what they're tryin'
to do, an' you kin bet on it," Bat declared. "I
reckon we had better go an' see to buryin' Jimmy.
lt ain't a very nice job, but he was a putty good
feller, an' it would be a shame to let the vultures pick his bones. Come on, we'll do that, an'
while we're doin' it we kin be thinkin' about what
we're goin' to do next."
The men seemed to be glad to do something, so
mounting their own horses, they left the two extra
ones they had where they might get an opportunity to eat the grass that grew at the edge of the
glen, and set out, taking a shovel and pick with
them. In due time they came to the spot where
the villain who had been so anxious to take the
life of Young Wild West fell under the boy's unerring aim. The body was there, so under the
direction of the leader a little grave was dug and
it was soon interred. Then they all stood over the
grave and vowed vengeance upon the one who had
been, responsible for the sudden death of their
partner. Back they went to the glen, and once
they got there Cooper nodded to the leader, and
said: ·
"Well, Bat, what are you goin' to do now?
Wouldn't it be a good idea to go an' look around
an' see what that big noise meant?"
"Yes, that's a good idea," was the reply. "Come
on. We'll ride around in a circle, and git to the
other side of the place where Murphy an' Rankin
·
is located."
Once more they set out from their camp. Having been in the neighbo1·hood for several days, t~e
villains knew the lay of the land pretty well, so 1t
did not take them more than twenty minutes to
get around to the other side of the narrow ridge
that the blast had been set off in. Here they
found a steep chasm that was too wide to leap
across. Dismounting, the villains crept to the
edge of it and looked downward. They knew they
were at least a hundred feet higher up. than the
camp at the other side of the ridge, but they certainly did not expect to see any one when the3

peered downward. What then was their surprise
when they caught sight of a man right at the very
bottom.
"It's Rankin," cried Cooper, excitedly. "I kin
tell that easy enough, 'cause he's got his arm in a
sling."
If they had any intention of shooting down at
the man 1they saw there was no chance of doing it,
for suddenly he disappeared, going into what
seemed to be the mouth of a cave. The villa1l!,s
were certainly mystified, for they could not understand how Rankin could be at that side of the
mass of rock and earth. They watched vainly for
him to show himself again, and tp.en after putting
in fully twenty minutes there, they turned from
the edge of the chasm and. stood looking at each
other in silence.
'';Boys," Bat Neary said, after thinking a moment, "I reckon we've got to git down there. It
sorter strikes me that there's some kind of a passage that leads through from the claim to this
side. If we go on for maybe a mile or so we'll be
able to git to the bottom of this big crack. There'll
be plenty of room down there for us to camp.
Now then, I'll tell you what's the best thing we
kin do if we're hopin' to git square with Young
Wild West an' git hold of the gold dust."
"Tell us, Bat," came from two of them, as if
m one voice.
'.'The first_ thing for us to do is to shoot son,tthm' that Wlll do to eat. Then we'll go on without our outfit till we find a way of gittin' into
that chasm. Once we do, we'll ride back this way
an' wait to see what happens."
·This struck the men as being fine, and they all
showed their eagerness to carry out the plan. Bat
decided to send Cooper after the horses and the
few belongings they had with them, while he, with
the rest, made a search to find a means in getting
down into the chasm. Cooper did not like the
idea of going alone, but he felt ashamed to refuse,
so he soon took his departure. Then the rest rode
along for perhaps a quarter of a mile, and suddenly came to a point where the chasm widened,
sloping up on that very side, so they could easily
.
descend with the horses.
"Everything is all right, boys!" Bat exclaimed,
nodding his head in a pleased sort of way. "One
of you go back now an' meet Cooper. We'll wa.jt
for you he1·e. Then we'll all go down there ,ah'
ride straight through till we git putty close to
where we seen Bill Rankin a little while ago."
The man he selected for the errand quickly rodP.
away, and in less than half an hour returned with
Cooper and all the possessions they had brought
with them. The descent into the chasm was then
made without anything happening, and once there
Bat Neary removed is hat and said:
"Boys, I feel like yellin' 'Hurrah!' but I ain't
goin' to do it, 'cause there ain't no tellin' but what
we might be heard. If we ain't on the right track
now we never will be. Jest as sure as you live
there's some sort of passage runnin' through under that ridge, an' if there is we'll git that gold
dust all right an' we'll git Young Wild West an'
th:at blamed heathen, too.'i
CHAPTER VII.-The Passage Under the Clift.
Bill Rankin was so excited and overjoyed when
he saw the big nugget of gold in Cheyenne Char-
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at
lie's hand that he forget about his wounded arm in width at the top, though ha'r dly that much
chasm
entirely, and actually attempted to grab it from the bottom. As near as he could tell, the sort
of
extended a long distance, tough it ran in a
his hand.
how
"Oh!" he cried, feeling a sudden pain. "What zigzag fashion, not permitting him to see justright
am I thjnkin' about? I've seen lots of gold here, far it did go. Water was trickling from the this
but that big chunk makes me feel like jumpin' side through an aperture in the rocks, and
flowed on through the deep fissure in the moun.
sky high."
"One of the finest chunks I've ever had in my tainside, forming a small brook.
"What do you make of it, Wild?" Cheyenne
hand," Cheyenne Charlie declared, as he raised it
Charlie asked, as he came through and stood be:r,ip and down as if he were weighing it. "It's jest
as pure as it kin be, save that there's a few side the young deadshot.
"I don't know as there's anything wonderful
specks in it. What do you think of it, anyhow,
about it, Charlie," was the reply. "'!'.here are all
WUd?"
in
"Let Rankin look at it first," the young deadshot sorts of passages to be found under the ground by
these mountains. It happened this one formed
answered, with a smile.
probably when the earth was created, did
The prospector took it with his good hand, and nature
all the way through to the other side of
run
not
then shaking his head solemnly, said:
ridge. The explosion Hop caused finrocky
the
afore
man
"It's all right. Maybe I'll be a rich
and now we have a tunnel. But,"
job,
the
ished
many days. I hope so, anyhow."
his shoulders, "there hardly can
shrugged
he
and
perturn
in
Then he passed it over to Wild, who
gained, for what would we want
advantage
any
be
girls
mitted the rest to examine it. Even the
unless it was to to hunt for
for,
here
come
to
its
knew considerable about the fineness of gold in
gold?"
had
natural state, and they all declared that they
"That's so," Rankin said, for he was right benever seen a better. specimen. It seemed that they hind
them. "It's a mighty dismal lookin' place, I
had forgotten all about the explosion that Hop should say. Jest look at the jagged rocks on both
had caused, but suddenly the Chinaman called sides, an' there's the blue sky shinin' above only
thei_r attention to it.
makin' it look all the more solemn down here."
"Maybe plenty more nuggets," he said, a broad
"Let's go through a little ways an' se jest how
bang.
bigee
velly
makee
"Me
face.
his
on
rin.
far the blamed old chasm runs," the scout sugvelly
Me
be.
so
air,
um
in
up
fly
velythfing
gested, after a pause. Hop joined them just then,
muchee smartee, and we allee samee likee my and without waiting to see the result of Charlie's
hoolay!"
uncle. Hip hi,
suggestion, he pushed past them and starte~
Rankin joined him in giving a cheer, and then through the chasm. The three followed him far
they all rushed to the excavation. Quite a change a couple of hundred yards, and then Hop climbed
had been wrought there. The earth and rock had · upon a rock and shouted that he could see where
been forced aside and big chunks of it lay scat- the chasm widened. Wild hastened to him and
. tered all about. But strange to say, nothing much found that he was correct.
in the way of gold could be seen. Here and there
"He's right," he said. "It is quite a little disa streak of yellowish-red could be seen where the
tance from here, but horses could be taken
fresh break had occurred, but it did not look to be through here all right, and they could get out
over rich with the precious metal. · But Young easily at the left up there. But it's only about
Wild West was not looking altogether for gold the same as chasms and gullies all through the
just then. He wanted to see how far the break mountains."
"There may be plenty of gold to be . found in
under the cliff extended. Leaping lightly down
into the hole, he turned to go further, but came to here, though, Wild," Charlie said, as the boy
leaped down from the rock.
a sudden stop.
"By jingo!" he exclaimed, looking at those
"That's true, too. We'll have a look after we've
above him. "I can see daylight a few feet ahead got things going for Rankin. I mean by getting
me. There's a passage through to the other things going, to have things fixed up so his partner when he returns with the men he went after
side."
"Me makee um passage, Misler Wild," Hop Wah can start right in at work. Come on; we'll go on
answered, as he came sliding down, bringing a lot through, and let Jim and the girls have a chance
to come here."
of loosened dirt and stones with him.
They were not long in getting bac.k, and when
"I reckon you did, Hop. That bottle contained
they joined Jim and the girls many questions were
something fierce in the way of an explosive."
"Me fixee allee light, Misler Wild. Allee samee put to them.
"Go down and look for yourselves. There isn't
better Ian dynamite. Me learne how makee in
China when me workee in um fireworks factoly." a great deal to see, though of course it is someCharlie slid down into the hole and then Rankin what wonderful that the excavation could have
came more slowly, leaving Jim at the top, for he opened a passage that was unknown to any one,"
certainly had not forgotten that their enemies the young deadshot said.
Jim leaped down, and then assisted the girls to
might appear at any time, and meant to remain
there on watch. When he had climbed over a big follow him. They went on through, and spent
boulder, Wild found a clear passage running back about five minutes at the other side, and then
for about forty feet. Certainly this must have came back, declaring that it really was a remarken there before, so the explosion had merely able occurrence. Rankin had become quite calm
opened it at the end. He passed on through, and by this time, though he certainly must have felt
found himself at the bottom of a narrow chasm. elated at what had happened. He went down into
Jagged rocks protruded in all sorts of shapes on the hole again, and began feeling about as well aa
both sides of him, and as he looked upward he he could wtih his good hand. Wild joined him, and
judged that it could not be more than thirty feet the result was that in less than five minutes the;r
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discovered plenty of the rich yellow metal. Streaks then. But look out you don't git shot yourself. It
of it ran all the way through the passage, it seem- ain't likely that gang has got any particular love
ed, though the main part of it was right where for you after the trick you played on their leader."
the explosion had occurred.
The scout waited about five minutes after Wild
"Bill," the young deadshot said, smiJ.ingly, "I .
reckon you're rich, all right, and so is your pard. and Arietta had taken their departure, and then.
rifle in hand and a coiled lariat slung over his
You had better start a mining camp right here."
"It wouldn't take long to do that, once it's shoulder, he set out in the direction they had takknowed of our rich find," was the reply. "I've got en. But he did not go more than a hundred yards
a peculiar lookin' chunk here. I'll jest go to the · before he climbed to the top of a high projection
end of the passage an'. have a look at it in the and finding that he could look around pretty welO
he decided to remain there for a while. For about
light."
The prospector went on through into the chasm, fifteen minutes he sat there, well satisfied that,the
and it must have been then that he was observed villainous gang was not very close by, and then
by the villains above. But of course he had no suddenly the crack of a rifle sounded a short disthought that he was being watched, and when he tance away. An exultant cry w~nt up, too which
returned and declared that the specimen was just did not fail to reach his ears, and recognizing the
as good as the one Cheyenne Charlie had licked voice as belonging to Arietta, he knew that someup, Wild suggested that they go on out an clear thing in the way of game had been shot.
"I reckon I'd better go down an' lend a hand.
away the rocks and earth that had been thrown up
on either side. Young Wild West did not mind It might be a bear that they've got," he muttered.
a little hard work now and then, so he assisted, , Just as he was about to start to descend from
and in about an hour everything had been straight- his point of observation, a sharp, hissing sound
ened out to his liking. He suggested that they came to his ears and, turning quickly, he saw a
take a rest then until after dinner, and they were faint streak of smoke.
"Great gimlets!" he exclaimed. "What in thunall agreed. Certainly Rankin was not in condition
to do much work, for his wound pained him con- der is--"
That was as far as he got, for the next minute a
siderably. But Charlie was quite a physician and
surgeon, since he had put in some experience in loud report sounded and a cloud of smoke mixed
the army a few years before, and he agreed to with dirt almost completely enveloped him.
"Hip hi, hoolay!" a voice exclaimed, and then
take care of the arm and promised the man that
he would be all right in a couple of weeks. Rest- Charlie realized that the clever Chinee had played
ing was a thing that was tiresome as a rule to our a joke on him.
"You measly, yaller-faced heathen!" he cried, .
friends, even the girls, and as the forenoon wore
angrily, as he darted in the direction the voice
along and it yet remained an hour before dinnertime, Arietta turned to her dashing young lover had come from.
It was Hop, sure enough. He had followed the
and said:
to have
"Wild, I wonder if we could find something to scout, and unable to resist the opportunity
one of the
shoot at if we took a walk for a quarter of a some iun, he had slipped up and set off
home-made firecrackers he always carried with
mile or so?"
going to be caught by
"I rec~ we could, little girl," was the smiling him. But H op was not
knew if such a thing
he
for
then,
just
Charlie
about
hanging
rascals
five
are
retort. "There
happened he would be treated roughly for a minsomewhere, you know."
"I didn't mean them," and the girl shook he:r ute or two. He easily avoided him, and finally
a rock
head and smile'd. "We haven't an over stock of when Charlie saw him peering from behind
a hundred feet away, he gave it up and laughed.
fresh meat on hand."
"Comee on, Misler Charlie. We go see whattee
"No, that's true enough. Suppose we go and
Misler Wild and Missee Alietta shootee," Hop
look for a bear, then?"
"That would just suit me. We needn't go very called out.
The scout followed him, and after going down
far."
into the gully and mounting a hill, they came upon
"Don't want no one else to go with you, I a level spot that was plentifully covered with
s'pose?" Cheye~ne Charlie spoke up. .
bushes, and then they saw Wild busy cutting the
"Not just now, Charlie. But Neary may be on haunches from a half-grown black bear.
the watch somewhere, and I am going to leave it
"Got him,eh ?" the scout said, nodding to show
to you to see to it that he doesn't surprise us." '- his appreciation. "Who was it what fired?"
"All right. That means that I'm to go out, any"I did, Charlie," Arietta answered, quickly.
how, an' that's good enough. Most likely Jim will "Wild saw the tracks first, but I was the first one
be satisfied to stay here."
to set eyes on the bear: He was trying to get
"1"11 stay here, all right," Dart spoke up, laugh- away, but I was so close to him that I couldn't
ingly.
miss, and I landed a bullet squarely behind the left
"Me takee lillee walk, too, so be," Hop said, as foreshoulder."
sta'l'tand
rifles
their
up
Wild and Arietta picked
"That ·bein' the case, I don't s'pose the critter
ed to pick their way between the rocks in order to done much kickin'."
left.
climb up the hill to the
"Very little kicking, Charlie."
"Where are you goin', heathen?" Charlie asked,
"Well, it's all right. I reckon I may as weJl
sharply.
take off the pelt. Might take some more of the
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. You go to meat to camp, too. There'll be a whole lot here y
watchee and see lat nobody shootee Misler Wild afore night, an' Wing feels like it, he kin make a
and Missee Alietta. Me go to see lat nobody stew from the bear-meat. · He's got onions an'
shootee you, so be. Me velly smartee Chinee."
potatoes with him, an' there's plenty of canned
"All rigut, heathen. I won't say another word, tomatoes among the stores."
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hat. "You have got back all
Hop offered his assistance, and forgettin~ all rocks and waved his
·
·
I see."
about the trick that had been played upon him a right,
I've got back, Wild. I was lucky enough
short time ago, Charlie let him go ahead. Wild to "Yes,
git five good men who are willin' to come up
and Alietta heard the report of.. a firecracker, of
for us on a percentage. They're all
course, but they knew right away that it was Hop here an' work too,
but you know 'em all, so there
who had caused it. Finally the young deadshot good fighters, of me
tellin' you that much."
need
asked about it. Then Charlie frowned, and made ain't nomen
rode into the camp, and looked around
The
a grab for Hop, who was quick enough to elude
.
~w~~
him.
"A snug place here to stand a siege," one of
"Played a trick on me, Wild," the scout explainyou have got in the
. ed. "But it's all right. He's 'always up to some- them observed. "Quite a hole
Bill."
there,
over
ground
that."
like
thin'
"Hello!" Murphy exclaimed, for it was the first
The bear-meat and the skin as well were then
noticed the change that had taken place since
divided into three parcels, and Arietta with her he had
left the camp. "What's been goin' on here?
rifle over her shoulder started to lead the way he
did that big hole git there, Bill?"
·back to the camp. They arrived there just in time How in thunder
"Hop made a blast, an' the greatest thing hapfor dinner, and every one was satisfied with the
you ever heard tell of," answered Ranlittle hunting trip that lasted but an hour, Jim pened what come
an' look, Tom."
"Jest
kin.
.
villains
the
of
seen
been
had
nothing
that
declared
Excitedly he grabbed his partner by the arm
and as the others had not come upon them, there
•
him to the opening.
was nothing much to comment upon. But if they and half dragged
into a chasm
through
right
passage
a
"There's
then
just
to
up
was
Neary
Bat
what
known
had
at the other side, Tom," Rankin went on. "Nothey might have done some serious thinking.
body would ever have thought of sich a thing. But
when the blast went off it loosened up things an'
then we come here an 'found it out."
"A passage into a chasm, eh? That is sartinly
CHAPTER VIII.-Murphy Returns with Five
I reckon I'll go an' take a look."
funny.
Men.
"I'll go with you, Murphy," Jim Dart spoke up,
# Having nothing else to do while they were wait- and he quickly slid down into the opening, followfor MuTphy to return with the men he had set ed by the prospector.
The two went on through and took a look
out to obtain, Young Wild West and his friends
decided to hunt about the claim for any particles around, but di not go very far through the
of gold that might have been scattered about by chasm. When they 1·eturned Rankin showed his
the explosion. They did not neglect to keep · a partner the streaks of gold that had been unwatch while they were doing this, at least one of earthed by the explosion.
"We'll be mighty rich, Tom," he declared, "an'
them all the time doing guard duty. It paid them
pretty well, too, for in less than an hour they had it's all through Young Wild West comin' here. It
accumulated several ounces of the very finest sort he hadn't struck here jest as he did I s'pose we
of pay-dirt. This was·washed in pans at the brook would be as dead as doornails, 'cause Bat Neary
and Rankin was so pleased that he almost con- an' his gang "would sartinly have got the best of
tinually kept thanking our friends for what they us."
"That's so," and Murphy shook his head. "We
had done for him.
"Never mind about that, Bill," the young dead- ain't goin' to forgit Young Wild West for this."
"You kin bet your life we ain't. I've told him
shot said, after he had tired of being thanked so
many times. "We have already tctld you that we that all of 'em has got to take a little present
donµeed any of your gold. Of course it would from us in the way of gold dust. He says they
be very nice to have a lot of it, for there is hardly don't want n'othin', but that don't make. no differany one living who objects to adding to his for- ence. They've jest got to take somethin', any,~ - But it happens that we are not altogether how."
"Of course they have. We won't let it go any
that way, so we sha'n't take a dollar's worth from
other way. Now 'then, s'pose we see about gittin'
you."
"But you will, though," Rankin declared, earn- ready for the work that's to be done here. It will
estly. "I'm goin' to see to it that me an' Tom take some little time to ,dig out the yaller stuff
makes each of you a nice little present. Now don't that's here, an' I s'pose we olighter make some
say no more, Young Wild West, 'cause it's got to kind of arrangements with the men I brought
over."
be that way."
"Come here, Tom," Rankin said, motioning to
The young deadshot laughed, deciding to let
him have his own way in · the matter. As the his partner to walk aside with him.
"What is it?" Murphy asked in surprise.
afternoon were on nothing was seen or heard of
"I don't want 'em all to hear what I was goin'
Bat Neary and his gang. Finally they heard
some one approaching, and they of course felt that to say, so I called you over here. .Now then, in my
it must be Murphy returning. They were righit opinion, the best thing we kin do is to let Young
in this. The prospector quickly appeared from Wild West fix this thing up for us. He's only a
around a bend and when our friends saw that he boy, but he's got a head on him that's worth· a
had five men with him, all mounted, and a couple dozen old men's head. He knows jest aboutj, what
oughter be done, so we'll let him make tne aro urros, they knew he had been successful. Each
mim carried quite a load with him, so there was rangements with the men you brought over."
They turned and, walking over to Wild, told
no doubt but that Murphy had obtained the necshim what they wanted him to do.
sary supplies . that were needed.
"All right, gentlemen," the young deadshot an"Hello, Tom," Rankin called out, joyously, as
he ran throu~h the little passage between the swered, in his cool anf.! easy way. "If that's tlu
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way you want it, I'll only be too glad to fix it for
you. Now then, just call the men over here by
the hole and we'll talk it over."
The five men had/ been promised a share in the
go,ld mine, so they had easily been induced to come
there and help the prosp€ctors fight off the ruffians
who were t r ying to get possession of the claim.
But the chances were that they did not think they
were going to make very much out of it. However,
they were friends of the two_prospectors, and that
had as much to do with their coming as anything
eise.
"Boys," Young Wild West said, nodding to
them, "you can see for yourselves that this is a
pretty rich spot. It belongs to Murphy and Rankin, of course, but they need a little help here,
not only to get out the gold, but to keep away the
villains who are anxious to steal it from them. I
have been asked to make arrangements with you
to help them. There are five of you, so if you are
willing to go ahead and stick to Murphy and
Rankin until they are ready to either quit the
claim or sell it to some one, I think it would be a
fair proposition for them to give you hal~ of
what is taken' out, not counting what they have already -secured."
"That's it!" exclaimed Murphy, delightedly. "I
call that mighty fail'."
"So do I," one of the five men exclaimed. "It's
a whole lot more than we could expect. Why, if
I'm jedg·e of things, there's a C"1Uple of hundred
thousand dollars waitin' for us, an' we oughter git
hold of it in less than a week, too. I don't know
jest how far these streaks run, but I kin see
enough to satisfy me that we'll have a lot of
work to do, an' it will be the best payin' kind of
work we ever done, too. I'm satisfied."
"So am I," came from the rest.
Wild studied their faces, and he was convinced
that they were more than pleased at the arrangement. But bound not to let any trouble occur
later on, he suggested that a paper should be
written up and all should sign it. They agreed to
this, so the young deadshot briefly_wrote out an
agreement, and then one after the other of the
men stepped forward and affixed their names to it.
"There's only one copy of this, Bill," the young
deadshot said, looking at Rankin. "What is to be
done with it?"
"I s'pose the best thing to do with the paper is
to git it over, to the store in Bonanza Hill. The
owner of the store is well known to all of us, an'
I reckon he's a mighty honest man. He would take
care of it, that's sure. But," and he smiled, "I
hardly think there'll be any trouble over it. ·It's
all understaod, anyhow."
"There . isn't likely to be any trouble about it,
but it's a good idea to have the paper filed somewhere, so if you have no objections I'll keep it for
a while. We'll stop at the mining camp after leaving here, and I'll place it in the hands of the
storekeeper, and tell him to hold it until the agreement has been fully filled. How does that strike
you?"
'!Hooray for Young Wild West!" one of the
men from the mining camp shouted, waving his
hat.
They broke into a cheer, all joining in, so Wild
smiled, and folding the paper, placed it in his
11ocket, where it would be safe until he could place
,it in the hands of the man who owned the store at

Bonanza Hill. Hop Wah had been very quiet during all these proceedings, but when he saw that an
agreement had been made and found that the men
acted as if they wanted to be livened up a little,
he stepped over to one of the newcomers, and said:
"Whattee you namee?"
Murphy had told them all of what he knew
about Young Wild West and those who traveled
with him, and he had not neglected to mention the
fact that one of the Chinamen was a very clever"""'
fellow, and that hi s name was Hop Wah.
"
"You want to know my name, eh, heathen?" the
man asked, a twinkle in his eyes, for he knew it
was Hop Wah who was talking to him.
"Lat light. Me likee you velly muchee."
"All right. My name is Sam Dobbs, an' I was
born in the State of Vermont, coming' out to these
parts when I was a young feller of seventeen.
Been here ever since, an' since my father an'
mother died some time ago, an' I ain't got no
brothers or sisters livin', I don't s'pose I'll ever
go back to Vermont."
"Me no knowee lat place," and Hop shook his
head.
"You mean Vermont?" Sam Dobbs asked.
"Yes. Maybe somewhere very close to China, so
be."·
"I reckon it's a blamed long ways from China.
But say, you're Hop Wah, ain't you?"
"Lat light. Me namee Hop Wah; comee fl<mii\
China. Me velly smartee Chinee."
"So I've heard. Somewhat of a sleight-of-hand
performer, an' you like to play draw poker, I've
heard tell."
"Me likee play dlaw pokee velly muchee. You
likee play?"
.
"Oh, I play the game sometimes. But from
what Tom Murphy told me, I'd be a fool to play
with a feller like you. He says you're a born
cheat, an' that nobody kin ketch you doin' it."
"Misler Murphy," Hop called out, as he turned
to the prospector in question, "me velly solly you
talkee likee lat." ?
"What's that, Hop?" for Murphy had not heard
the conversation, and he hurried to the spot, showing surprise.
"You tellee Misler Sammy Dobbs lat me allee
samee cheatee when .me play dlaw pokee, so be."
"Well, that's what Cheyenne Charlie told m.e
But I reckon I didn't mean no harm when I vfas
speakin' that way, Hop."
"Lat allee light. Me no cheatee. Me velly goodee
Chinee. Me go to Sunday-school in 'Fisco, and
me learnee how play dlaw pokee. No cheatee.
Velly muchee square."
The prospectors grinned, for the Chinaman certainly struck them as being somewhat of a wonderful character. But Sam Dobbs soon showed
that he was not afraid to gamble a little with the
heathen, ev~n if he had been told that he was
a born cheat.
• "Say, Hop," he said, "I've got about twenty
dollars that I don't care whether I lose or not. I
know that some of the boys has got as much if not
more. S'pose we have a little game? Notbin'
would suit me better than to set down right o:2w
and play till suppertime. But we could make it a
twenty-dollar freeze-out game, if everybody was
willin', an' then jest as soon as a man got broke
he would git out till it went on down till only two
was playin'," •
.
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"Lat might takee velly long timee," Hop said,
ishaking his head. "Maybe we hav~e play allee
night." .
"Oh, that will be all right. We co_uld stop !),n' .
git supper, you know. We'll make it a quarter
ante, an' a dollar limit."
Nothing suited Hop better than to go into any
sort of game, whether the stakes were high or low.
If he chose to, he could soon relieve them of all
the money they had. When he found that all five
wanted to play, he made. no objections.
"Sixee handee gamee velly muchee good, so be,"
he remarked, and then turning to Ch_a rlie with a
broad grin on his face, he added:
"Maybe Misler Charlie wantee play, t~o, so be."
"Not with you, heathen," was the quick reply.
"I reck-0n they'll all feel mighty cheap in about an
hour from now, if they stack up in this here
twenty-dollar freeze-out game with you."
. Murphy was very much amused . . But he seemed to have his doubts about Hop bemg able to get
the best of Sam Dobbs in a poker game.
":E>o you know one thing, Charlie," he sai~ to
the scout, in a low voice, so that the others might
not hear him, "Sam is s'posed to be one of the
smartest card sharps in these here parts. He kin
cheat like thunder, an' he's got a way of doin'
it so nobody kin ketch him. Most likely he'll hold
.
is .own with Hop.'~
"Don't you believe nothin' like that," was the
reply. "Jest let 'em go ahead, an' then you'll
mighty soon find out all about it."
Wild made no objections to the game starting,
but of course he meant to see to it that if the
Chinaman won from the five he should return the
money. He always did this, for he knew that it
was next to impossible for a man, even if he was
a profe::;sional card sharp, to get the best of the
Chinaman. It was easy to find a spot to go ahearl
with the game, and once they did so the six sat
down and Hop produced a brand-nl;!W pack of
cards.
"Now the understandin' is," Dobbs said, shaking his' finger warningly, "each man has got to
show twenty dollars. That's all the money he kin
use in the game, too, an' jest as soon as he loses
.
the twenty he's got to step out."
"Lat light," Hop answered, cheerfully. "Maybe
· you stepee outtee first, so be."
"There would be nothin' so very strange about
that" and Dobbs grinned, showing that he did
not ~ean what he said.
The cards were cut, and it happened that Dobbs
won the deal.
• "Now then, boys," he said, winking at his companions, "I want you all to watch me. It sorter
~ems that I've got the reputation of bein' somervhat of a cheat. If any one ketches me doin' the
east wrong thing with the cards, he kin tell me
an' I'll chuck my pile into the pot an' step
t like a man."
"That's fair enough," one of them declared.
ut it's blamed hard to ketch you cheatin', Sam.
Im have got a slick way of handlin' the cards.''
!Hop took all this in, and he probably meant to
l Dobbs, and he was not going to be long in dof it, either. There was just a hundred dollars
\t he expected to call his own, for a few min~, anyhow, for he knew very well that he
'µd be compelled to give it back. The dealer
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put up the necessary ante, and then the game began.
CHAPTER IX.-Cornered in the Chasm.
"Now then, heathen," Dobbs said, looking at
Hop grinningly, "you jest watch me for all you're
worth. You kin bet your life I'm goin' to watch
you when you're dealin' the cards."
"Allee light, Misler Dobbs," the celestial answered, blandly. "Me watchee velly muchee, so
be."
Jim was doing guard duty just then, but Wild
and Charlie sat down to watch the game, as did
the two prospectors. The cards were dealt in a
:masterful, not to say slick way, and when the
players picked them up and looked at them, the
dealer remained silent for a moment, and then
said:
"How about it, boys? Are you all comin' in?"
"I reckon I'll come in," the man next to him
said, as he chipped in a quarter.
"I may as well go in, too," the next one said.
"I ain't got nothin' to speak of, but I might pick
up somethin' on the draw."
The result was that all hands came in, as it i$
called, and then they proceeded to draw cards.
Hop did not have a pair, the highest card in his
hand being the ten of clubs. He held this card
and drew four, and he was not a little surprised
to find that the cards he received were all club:,,
making him hold a flush. Whether Dot½s kne·."
this or not cannot be said, but he was surely looking out f9r himself, for when he had drawn the
cards he wanted he was holding three aces. Two
of his companions each held two pair, but the
others not having more than a pair, dropped out
as the betting began. When Dobbs pushed a dollar into the pot the man next to him raised it a
quarter. The other made it another quarter better, and then Hop, after looking over his hand
carefully, said:
"Me makee dollee more, so be.''
The dealer looked at him sharply, and then
with a frown, said:
-"All right, Hop. I'll be right with you. I'll
raise it another dollar."
This caused the other two to drop out, so it
settled down to the clever Chinee and Dobbs.
They kept on raising it until Dobbs weakened,
·finding that he had but six dollars left of the
twenty he had started to play with.
"Hop," he said, somewhat uneasily, "I don't
know what you have got, but I'm holdin' a putty
good hand myself. I'll call you, anyhow."
Having put up the necessary dollar, he had but
five dollars left, but he must have th-0ught he
stood a good chance of winning the pot, since he
held th1·ee aces. But when Hop laid down hi::;
five cards, showing that he had a club flush, Dobbs
gave a start, and shaking his head sadly, said:
"I reckon you win, Hop. Take in the money,
it's yours."
"Me do lat velly muchee quickee," was the reply, and the Chinaman smilingly scooped in his
winnings.
"Ain't so easy as you thought it was goin' to be,
eh, DCJlbbs?" Cheyenne Charlie remarked, laughingly.
"That's all right. We've only p).ayed one hand."
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"Yes, but you have got a blamed sight less
money than you had when you started."
"I know that, too. But fourteen or fifteen dollars ain't nothin' to 1-0se in the first hand of a
poker game."
The man who was next to deal gathered up the
cards, and Hop being next to him, put up the
necessary ante. This time there was nothing in
the way of cheating done, so it was as fair for one
as another, as the saying goes. Hop found himself the possessor of a pair of aces, and he quietly
slipped them in the sleeve of his blouse unobserved by any one, though he was being watched
carefully, especially by Dobbs. It happened that
Dobbs was lucky enough to get the best hand this
time, and he raked-in the pot, which amounted to
about seven dollars.
"That's a little better, eh, Cheyenne Charlie?"
·
he said, turning to the scout.
"Yes, that's better, sure enough," was the reply.
"But you jest wait."
It was now Hop's turn to deal, and making up
his mind to end it as quickly as possible, he arranged the cards so that he could give them all
good hands. Being a sleight-of-hand performer,
it was easy for him to do this, and the result was
that when they picked up the cards he dealt them,
his opponents were elated as well as surprised.
Each held four of a kind, so of course it was necessary for Hop to have the four aces that belonged
to the pack. He got them all right, but by his
manner it would seem that he was only holding
what might be called a fairly good hand. He
started off the betting at the limit, and everybody
raised it. Each time it came to him the Chinaman would ponder a little, and then invariably .
raise it.
"Evelybody wantee lat money," he said, smiling
in a simple sort of way. "Me gottee pletty goodee
hand, so be. Me havee velly goodee hand lillee
while ago, too, and me winnee allee samee. Me
velly smartee Chinee.
"Say," said one of the miners, who had lost
quite heavily, "I reckon we'll have to make a
show-down of this if you keep on goin'. I've got
too much money in there to drop out now, an'
I've only got a dollar an' fifty cents left."
"Allee light, we makee showee-down, len," Hop
answered, cheerfully.
It had to be this way, since they all insisted
upon it.
"There!" the man who had put in all the money
he possessed of the twenty dollars said, at the
same time laying down his cards. "I've got four
tens."
"That ain't nothin'," the man next to him said,
jeeringly. "I've got four jacks."
"I'm holdin' four queens myself, so I think you
fellers is out of it," Dobbs said, exultantly.
"Hold on a minute," came from another. "I've
got four kings."
"An' I've only got four treys," the last of the
five said, disgustedly.
"Me gottee four lillee aces, so be," came from
the clever Chinee, and dropping the cards upon
the ground, he reached over and scraped up the
money.
"Thunder!" exclaimed Sam Dobbs, looking
sharply at the heathen. "I reckon you must have
done some tall cheatin' that time, Hop."
"Me no ch('atee. Me allee samee velly muchee

honest, so be. Me go to Sunday-school in 'Flisco.
Me---''
"Shet up!" commanded Cheyenne Charlie.
"Don't give us any more of that kind of stuff. You
know blamed well you , cheated the eyes right out
of their heads, only they couldn't see you doin'
it."
"If he done any cheatin' I reckon he's welcome
to the money," Dobbs remarked, with a shake of
the head. "I was watchin' him for all I was
worth, but I couldn't see as he done anything
wrong with the cards. He jest shuffled 'em in the
usual way, an' he sartinly dealt every card from
the top of the pack."
"I'm out," said the man who had lost his twenty
dollat·s. Go ahead with the game. I'd be willin'
to bet if you keep at it long enough the heathen
will have the whole pile."
"That's where you're wrong," Dobbs answered,
confidently. "I'm goin' to play for all I'm worth
now, jest to show that there ain't no man livin'
as kin git the best of me with a pack of cards."
Having an extra fondness for the four aces of
the poker deck when he was engaged in a game,
Hop saw to it that they slipped under his blouse.
If the man dealing next had taken the trouble to
count them he would have discovered that four of
the cards were missing. But probably it never
dawned upon him that such was the case, so the
deal was made, and as luck would have it Dobbs
held the winning hand and raked in eleven dollars.
"How about that, Cheyenne?" he said, laughingly, as he turned to the scout. "Don't look as
though I'm goin' to be broke very soon, does it?"
l'Keep on playin'," was the reply.
At the next hand another miner went broke after holding a pair of jacks when one of the others
happened to have a full house. This left it to
four, and they kept right on going. In about ten
minutes two more were forced to withdraw, leaving Hop and Dobbs to fight it out. But Dobbs
now had about thirty dollars, and two of his companions openly declared that they were of the
opinion that he would play as long as the Chinaman could. It was Dobbs' turn to deal. While he
shuffled them he ·was looking them over, and presently he became somewhat puzzled.
"Say, heathen," he said, turning to the Chinaman curiously, "there seems to be somethir~
wrong with this here deck."
"Whattee mattee?" Hop asked, rising to his
feet and coming around to where Dobbs was sitting. Then it was that he did something that no
one observed. He slipped the four aces he had
stolen from the pack previously behind Dobbs.
"I reckon we had bette:r" count the cards, eh?"
"Allee light. Go ahead and countee," and Hop
turned and sat down in his former ;position.
The cards were flipped upon the ground one at a
time, and it was found that there were but fortyeight.
"I knowed somethin' was wrong," and Dobbs
looked around and grinned. "The heathen's got
them four aces somewhere about him. There's
one thing sartin they ain't here."
"How you knowee lat? You no lookee at u
cards." Hop said, as if he was somewhat uneasy.
"I don't know it for sarti-n, but I'll tell you what
I'll do. We'll wind up this game mighty quick,
one way or the other. I'll put my pile ag'in yours
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that you have got them four aces somewhere about was the reply. "It seems that Bat Neary isn't
inclined to show up."
you:"
"I reckon I'll go an' have another look at our
"Me takee lat bet" and the Chinaman quickly
little mine," Bill Rankin said, as he turned toward
pushed up all the m~ney he had before him.
Dobbs looked around in a way that showed the the excavation.
No one offered to follow him, and as they sat
utmost confidence.
there talking a rifle shot sounded rather faintly.
"Boys " he said speaking to those standing Wild knew right away that it came from the other
about, "i'm a putt; good cheat myself,. an' I _ain't side of the ridge, and naturally he thought one
afraid to say so. But I reckon the Chmee km go of the desperadoes had fired it from the top of
me one better. I knowed for two or three hands the chasm. This being the case, Rankin must
back that the cards wasn't all here. I may as have been intended as the target. As quick as a
well tell you that when I was shufflin' 'em jest flash he turned and leaped into the hole. A sharp
now I was doin' it so I could look 'em over, an' I cry came from the other end of the passage, and
couldn't find an ace in the pack. Naturally I revolver in hand, the young deadshot dashed
s'p'osed that the heathen must hav~ 'em. ~?W through. Just as he emerged outside he saw Ranthen, the bet is made, and we'll see if he has.
kin scrambling to get upon a ledge a short disHop arose to his feet and held up both hands, tance away. so he might be searched.
.
. .
"What's the matter?" he called out.
"I'll jest look you over," Dobbs said, r1smg to
Before the prospector could make a reply there
his feet.
was a shower of loosened dirt and stones right beThe moment he did this the four cards lying hind him, and then with a heavy thud a big boulupon the ground were disclosed to view. They der dropped to the ground, almost completely
were the four aces and that was enough to con- shutting off the_ mouth of the passage. Young
vince every one present, with the exception of Wild West gave a startled cry, for he realized inWild and Charlie that Dobbs had stolen the cards stantly that he had been caught hi a trap. Crang,
himself and was trying to lay the blame upon his crang ! Two rifle shots sounded from above, anJ
opponent. But the young deadshot and the scout the bullets flattened against the rocks very close
knew a lot better. It struck them right then that to where the young deadshot was standing.
"This way, Wild!" Rankin called out, excitedly.
op must have placed the cards there when he
They boy knew there was shelter there, so he
came around close to Dobbs. However, neither
ran swiftly behind some rocks and began climbing
said anything.
"Thunder!" the card sharp exclaimed, amazed up to the ledge where Rankin had already sucand somewhat angered. "I don't want nobody to ceeded in getting. Crang, crang! Two more shots
think that I stole them four aces from the pack, were fired, but the bullets did not harm them,
since they were pretty well hidden from view be'cause I didn't."
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed one of the miners. hind a jutting point of rock.
"Bill," the young deadshot said, coolly, "I reck"You're a putty smart feller, Sam, but it didn't
work that time. You was a fool for gittin' up on they have got us cornered in the chasm."
when you knowed you had the cards under you."
"I didn't know I had no cards under me. If I
was settin' on them cards I sartinly didn't put
•em there."
CHAPTER X.-Wild's Straight Shot.
"Well, you lose, anyhow. You bet that the
heathen had the four aces, an' you had 'em yourBat Neary and his inen were not altogether idle
self all the time. Take the money, Hop."
while our friends were taking things easy at the
"Me takee velly muchee quickee," the Chinaman camp. The ruffians were not long in discovering
answered, and then he quickly scooped it up.
that Murphy had brought five men with him on
C "This winds up the game, I suppose," Wild said, his return, and though they felt somewhat unlooking questioningly at Dobbs.
easy at the prospect of having so many more to
"I s'pose it does. But it's a blamed skin. I fight, they did not give up the hope that they
didn't know nothin' about them four aces."
would eventually succeed ih getting possession of
"Even if you didn't :9'ou lost your bet."
the claim and having revenge upon Young Wild
"I s'pose I did. All right. I won't say nothin' West.
.
more. The heathen is too smart for me, an' that's
"I knowed that's what Murphy went away for,"
all there is to it."
Cooper declared, along toward the close of the
"Never mind, Dobbs. We'll square the thing up afternoon, as they were resting at the new place
now. Hop will give each of you your twenty dol- they had selected as their temporary headquar- ·
lars, and that will settle it."
ters. "It's all right for you to say that we're goin'
Not one of them objected to receiving the money to win out, Bat, but it sorter seems to me that it
back, and when Hop had paid it all over Wild will be a blamed sight harder now."
·
nodded to them and said:
"Maybe it won't," the leader answered, with a
"Now then, don't any of you play poker with shrug of the shoulders. "We don't expect to win
the Chinaman again. I am not saying this in the out by runnin' right at 'em to l'lhoot 'em down .
We've got to do it in another way. Let's go an' do
.way of a command, but merely as a suggestion."
\'What are we goin' to do now, Wild? It won't a little more spyin', an' then maybe we kin think
be suppertime afore an hour," Cheyenne Charlie of jest the right thing to do."
"You mean go down in the chasm?" Cooper
said, as he stretched out his arms and yawned,
showing that he was longing for something in the asked.
"Yes. Where is there a better place to sp:,
way of excitement.
"l don't know as we can do anything, Charlie," from?"
L
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called the young- deadshot's attention to the other
side of the ch~"m. Two more of the villains were
standing there as if undecided what to do. Wild
saw the rope, but could not see far upward, owing
to the shelving rock that obscured his view. Just
then the third villain came sliding down the rope.
"The other one is coming down, too!" whispered
the wounded prospector excitedly.
But Wild saw him. Up went his revolver, and
taking a quick aim, he pulled the trigger: Crack!
The rope was severed. If he had made a straight
shot when he brought down Cooper, this one was
certainly a wonderful one. It was Young Wild
West's Straight Shot, and no mistake about it.
But the result was more than either the young
deadshot or Rankin expected. The man fell for a
distance of about ten feet, landing squarely upon
the two on the ledge, ,-and the force of the fall
sent them whirling to the bottom of the chasm,
he following, his body turning over and over as he
went. Even Young Wild West, used to all sorts
of sights, was temporarily astounded.
"Come on, Bill. There were only five of them,
and I reckon they are all dead now. W-e'll try
and get out of here. I don't like the idea of being
cornered in a chasm."
Reaching the bottom, they made their way to
the blocked passage. The body of Bat Neary lay
th.ere, the arms outstretched and the eyes staring
the blue wault that was so high above.
"Hello, hello!" came from the other side of the
boulder. "Are you th.ere, Wild?"
"I reckon I am, Charlie," the young deadshot
answered. "We have just had a lively time of it."
"You must have had. What did they do, trap
you in there?"
"Yes, but I got them all, Charlie. There isn't
one of them alive."
"Hooray, hooray!" came the shout from the
other side, and both Wild and Rankin knew that
· Charlie was being assisted in the shouting.
"Get the men with you, Charlie, and push this
boulder aside," Wild said, in his cool and easy
way.
An assault was quickly made on the boulder,
and they saw it tremble slightly, but it would not
seem to turn over, since it had dropped in a littie
hollow.
·
AiJiold on a minute, boys," the young deadshot
called out, as he stepped up close to the obstruction. "I reckon you had better let Hop make another blast."
"That's it!" came from the other side. "Here
he is now. Go ahead, you yaller heathen, an' roll
that big stone out of the way."
Wild knew what was likely to happen, so taking
the prospector by the arm, he said:
"Come on, Bill. We'll get out of the way."
They went quite a distance back into the chasm,
and then waited patiently. It was not more than
seven or eight minutes later when a deafening report rang out, and all they could see was smoke
and flying particles of rock and earth. Then as
it cleared they saw the boulder lying twenty feet
aw~ from the mouth of the passage. Out came
Ch~·1enne Charlie; followed by all the men in the
party.
"Where is the measly coyotes, Wild?" ·
"Fo:ur of them are lying back there a little
ways, Charlie," was the reply. "Bat Neary was
lying i-ight close to the boulder."

"He ain't here now," and Charlie looked aroun rl
and shook his head.
"Yes, he is, but he is covered with about three
feet of dirt and broken stones. He is buried all
right, Charlie."
"I'm takin' your word for it, Wild. But I won't
be satisfied until I see the rest of 'em."
Then Charlie led the way up the chasm, ano
they soon discovered the three who had fallen from
the ledg-e when the rope was severed bv Wild's
bullet. They were dead, of course, since they had
landed upon some jagged rocks. A little further
on lay the remains of Cooper, who had been shot
through the heart. Murphy suggested that the
bodies be buried, and nodding his approval, Wild
turned and went-back toward the passage. Just
as he arrived there Arietta came through.
She was very much excited, but when she hearct
all that had happened she fell into the arms of her
dashing young lover and then the two went 011
through to the camp. It is not necessary to add
much further to this particular adventure of
Young Wild West's. Suffice it to say that our
friends left the camp the very next day, feeling
sure that Murphy and Rankin would have no further difficulty in getting put the gold they had
discovered. True to his promise, Wild delivered the paper tliat had been signed by the men to the
store-keeper at Bonanza Hill, and then there was
nothing further for them to do as far as the two
prospectors were concerned, so they made ready
to get out in search of more adventures.
Next weeks' issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST'S MEXICAN MINE; OR, ARIETTA
BREAKING A SIEGE."
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Fred and the Fire Chief
--or - -

The Case of the Boss of Boston
--r

/

By DICK ELLISON
(A Serial Story)

CHAPTER V.
Off on the Five Brothers.
Boss Bradley threw open the door and motioned to Fred to step inside.
"Drive to T wharf, John," he said, "and be as
quick as you can about it."
The rain was coming down in torrents now. It
splashed all over Fred as he came out from under
the Boss' umbrella and stepped into the hack.
"Ha! Ha! That was neatly done," chuckled
the fire chief. "And now for Africa I · I only
wish I was a young fellow and going with you,
hang me if I don't."
The hack turned, came around into Charles
street and went rolling on through the rain.
That Fred felt oppressed by his strange situation goes without saying, and the silence which
now followed did not serve to put him any more at
his ease.
Boss Bradley now lapsed into silence.
Naturally Fred was not in a talking mood.
It was not until they got down on Atlantic avenue that he ventured to break the silence which
had become oppressive to the last degree.
"When does the schooner ·sail?" he asked.
"She goes out with the tide at daybreak," replied the chief. "By the way, there are one or
two passengers on board, !"believe. That will go
to make it a little pleasanter for you."
/
""I suppose so."
"If I were you I'd change my name."
"I suppose I might as well.''
"It will be a great deal better. ..Suppose you
call yourself Fred Wells? It's hard for a man to
change his first name, and I think you had better
stick to yours."
"Very well.''
"You can write to me when you get up into the
gold country if you like.' I shall always be pleased
to hear from you.''
"I should think you would rather forget me."
"It may seem so to you, but you are mistaken.
I am a man who admires a smart young fellow
like you. It hasn't been your fault that you have
come up against me; it is fate."
"A strange fate seems to follow me."
"I know. It is so sometimes. It is so with me.
I have risen from nothin·g to my present position.
You don't know the life I have led, or the sacrifices I have had to make. Men think me rich;
well, perhaps you would think yourself rich if
you had my money, but let me tell you that you
can form no idea of the strings there are tied to
it. If I had my choice I would ask nothing better
than to stand in your shoes to-night. But here we
are at the wharf."

The hack had stopped beside a big yellow gat..
which cut off the wharf from the street.
Boss Bradley e:ot out and raised his umbrella.
"Come, Fred,'' he said, adding: "You C&ll
wait, John I shan't be long."
Even yet Fred was suspecting some trick, but;
his mind was soon relieved on that score.
The fire chief rattled the gate and a man air
peared with a lantern.
"Oh, it is you, is it, father," he said. "AU--:right. The captain is sitting up for you.''
He opened the gate, and in a moment Fred
found himself following Boss Bradley up a gangplank and on board a four-maste d .schooner whicla
i_
lay alongside the wharf.
Here they were met by a man in oil-skins whet
;;howed them the way to the cabin, where, seated
at the end of a table with a whisky bottle and
glass before him, was one of the most r.epulsivelooking men Fred had ever laid eyes on.
His face was red and bloated; one eye had disappeared entirely, put the other fixed itself OJl
Fred with a horrible leer.
"Good-even ing, father. So you have come at
last," he said, rising. "And this is the young
man.''
"Here he is," replied the chief. "Fred, let me
introduce you to Captain Snell. Captain, this is
Fred Wells. Take good care of him, for he ia,_
(':
as dear to me as if he was my own son."
There was handshakin g done then, and afterward Captain Snell produced more glasses, and he
and the chief had a drink, Fred declining.
The captain then opened a door and showed
Fred his stateroom.
It was a snug little affair. On the floor stood
a new dress-suit case marked "F. W., Boston.''
Evidently Boss Bradley was not a man to d•
things by halves.
"You will find all you .need till you get to Durban in that· grip, I think, Fred," he remarked.
"and now I must leave you. Good-by and good
·
luck.''
"Good-by," replied Fred, and Boss Bradley
turned away.
Fred was glad that he did not offer his hand.
for he could not have taken it.
He closed the door of his stateroom and locked
it, glad to find himself alone.
Then, without undressing , Fred flung him&'elf
down, ana for a long time lay pondering upon the
strange happenings of the night.
"I almost wish I hadn't done it," he said to himself again and again.
And he inwardly resolved, if fortune favored
him, to pay back every dollar the fire chief bad
given him, with interest.
"I don't give up my revenge one bit," he as-sured himself. "If ever my chance comes to expose that scoundrel I shall still take it. After all,
what obligations am I under toward him? It is
only to suit his o,w n purposes that he has done
what he did.''
How near correct he was in this surmise Fred
was to learn later; as it was along toward morning he fell asleep. ,
When Fred awoke the Five Brothers was ~
ning among the islands before a stiff westerlY,
breeze, for the storm had passed with the night.
Fred stopped only to wash up and went on dedr.
Captain -Snell was not visible, and there were
only three men on the watch.
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.As Fred looked around he was at once struck
with the slovenly appearance of everything
aboard the schooner.
_
'
'l'he planks were black with dirt, the brasswork was green with verdigris, the sails were
patched and in some places torn, while as for
paint, it was more noticeable by its absence than
anything else.
The most agreeabl~ object Fred's eyes rested on
t :was a good-looking young fellow, somewhat older
than himself, w.ho turned away from the rail
where he had been watching the retreating islands
and gave our hero a cheery good-morning .
"So you are our new passenger '! " he said. "At
least I take you to be; correct me if I'm wrong."
"I'm a passenger, all right," replied Fred, "and
I am somewhat new at this sort of thing, I suppose."
"Same here. My name is Stark-Sam Stark,"
said the young man. "This is my first voyage.
I expect to be horribly seasick, but that is part
of the programme, 1 suppose."
.
"I suppose so," laughed Fred. "My name is
Wells. I judge you learned that I was coming
aboard, by the way you speak."
"Yes, Captain Snell told me that you we1·e expected. I hope we shall be friends."
"I dare say we sha-Jl. Do you belong in
Boston?"
> "'Yes. I have never lived anywhere else, although I have traveled a great deal. I think
I've been in every city of any size in the United
States."
"That's mor e than I can say, for I have never
been in any other city but Boston. It will be
quite a new experience for you in Africa, then."
Sam Stark eyed Fred curiously.
"Africa, did you say?" he exclaimed.
"Why, yes."
"I don't quite understand. I am not going to
Africa that I am aware of."
"Not going to Africa!" cried Fred. "Isn't this
schooner bound for Durban?"
"Certainly not," replied Stark. "What put
that into your head?"
"Why, I thought--- But--"
·
"There is evid~tly something wrong here,"
broke in Stark. · "This is the Five Brothers,
103<.ded with flour and bound for the coast of
Bi:hil."
CHAPTER VI.
A Startling Announceme nt.
Fred cooled down on the instant.
Sad experiences had taught this boy self-control.
So instead of crying out again when Sam Stark
announced the destination of the Five Brothers,
he said nothing at all, but remained looking over
the rail.
"What made you think we were bound for
South Africa?" demanded Stark, after eyeing
him a moment.
Tl\ere was ·no getting out of it then, it would
see&
"Well, I thought so," replied Fred. "It ·don't
make much difference to me where we are bound,
however. Let it pass."
"I take it that you are •traveling for your
health, then?"
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"Yes."
"You must admit it is a queer mistake you
made."
"Well, of course; look here, Mr. Stark, it isn't
any use for you to pres~ this matter any further.
There was the best of reason for me making thl\t
mistake."
"What was it?"
"I'm not telling."
"So!"
"Yes."
"In other words, you are telling me to mind
my own business."
,
"I tried to put it a little more politely ~than
that," said Fred, laughing in spite of the anxiety
he felt.
"Man ·of Mystery, I retire from the charge!"
cried Stark. "Here, hav.e a cigar, and let's be
friends. If it doesn't make any difference to you
where we are bound, then I am quite sure it
makes none to m.e."
Fred accepted the cigar, and until breakfast
was announced they chatted pleasantly.
But although their conversation was on general topics, Fred saw that Sam Stark was trying
to draw out something of his history.
In this, however, he completely failed.
Fred got relief at the breakfast table:
Another passenger now appeared, in the person
of a stiff, funeral-lookin g, elderly _m an, who was
introduced by Captain Snell to both Fred and
Sam Stark unde;: the name , of Mr. Towns.
Mr. Towns was a typical Bostonian of the old
school.
He was politeness itself, but there it ended.
Sam Stark promptly rigged his informatior,
pump in Mr. Towns' direction.
It sucked dr y from the start.
.
Not a shred of information was to be pumped
out of Mr. Towns.
Indeed, Sam Stark did 1 all the talking during
the meal, helped out bit by the captain.
Fred was thinking of the way in which he had
been deceived by the fire chief.
"He wanted to get rid of me," he reflected, "and
he just used South Africa as a bait. False in on·e
thing, false in all. It's just one more count
against him when the day of reckoning comes."
Then a new idea struck Ned, and as soon as
breakfast ,was over he i-etired to his stateroom,
and pulling out the money BoS".; Bradley had given
him, he began to examine the bills.
They were all new, but to Fred they had a suspicious look.
"What if they are counterfeits? " he asked himself.
He put one of the twenties in another pocket,
and going _u p on deck again, encountered Sam
Stark, who stood at his old place, leaning against
the rail and watching Mr. Towns, who was seated
on the other side of the deck, reading a book.
"Are you a judge of money?" asked Fred.
"Well, I ought to be. I've handled considerable
in my time," laughed Stark. "What makes you
ask?"
"I have a twenty-dollar bill here that is bothering me a bit."
"Afraid it's a counterfeit?"
"Yes."
"Let's see it."
.
Fred produced the bilL

a
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"Bad," said Stark, instantly. "You ought to
be able to tell that yourself."
"I was afraid so."
"Where did you get it?"
"A man who owed me a thousand dpllars paid
up just before I started for this schooner. I'm
afraid I'm stuck."
"For the whole business? He must be a big
scoundrel if he would do a thing like that."
"He is a big scoundrel."
"Do r,ou mind letting me see the rest of the
money?'
"No, I suppose not. One may as well know the
truth."
Fred ~reduced the balance of the bills.
Sam Stark ran them over with the touch of
an expert.
"Come, this is a serious matter for you," he
· said. "They are every one of them bad."
"Just as I feared. Itfs a bad job for me,
then."
"It's .all the money you have got?"
"Every cent."
·
"You don't mean it? Who was the fellow?"
"Oh, I'm not telling that now. I'll square accounts with him when-when I get back from
Brazil."
"If you ever do," said Stark, lowering his voice.
"Now, what do you mean by that?" demanded
Fred. "It just seems as if I was running up
against trouble all around."
"I mean just this, and you don't want to tell
Captain Snell that I said it, unless you want to
make trouble for yourself and me, too. The Five
Brothers is a rotten old tub; she is short-handed,
and the crew we have are all green men except
the mate. I'm onto their curves, and I tell you it's
a mighty serious business."
"You don't mean it!"
"Oh, but I do."
"It's a pity you didn't get onto their curves
sooner, then. You seem such a bright proposition that I don't see how you came t() teke passage in such a -craft."
Sam Stark laughed heartily.
"To tell you the truth, it was a leap in the
dark," he said. "I had no idea I was going on her
till eight o'clock last night. · For which there is
a reason."
"And you want me to ask you what the reason
is, so that you are not telling," retorted Fred.
Sam Stark burst out into another of his hearty
laughs.
"vVell, you are the right sort, Fred!" he exclaimed. ".I can foresee that we are going to be
capital friends."
.
.
.
And it was a case of bemg friends with Sam
Stark or nobody;Captain Snell was usually "three sheets in the
wind," and even with that had nothing to say,
while Mr. Wiggins, the mate, was sour and
crabbed.
As for Mr. Henry Towns, the man proved to be·
a perfect Sphinx, and beyond a few casual remarks at the table, l'esisted all Sam Stark's efforts to get acquainted.
Fred made no effort to get acquainted, but let
the man severely alone.
Ten days passed, and the Five Bl'others had
worked down into the Caribbean Sea, favored
v-ind and weather,

•;v

By this time Fred had become used to his situation, and thoroughly enjoyed it.
He was free, and it made little difference to
him where he was bound.
- Moreover, he now felt under no obligation to
the Boss of Boston, and that was the best part
of it.
Thus stood matters on a certain Thursday night
when Fl'ed was suddenly wakened out of. a sound
sleep by hearing a low knocking on his door.
,
"Who is it? What's wanted?,,. he demanded,
springing up.
"It is I, Fred. Open the door!" was the lowspoken reply.
The voice was Sam Stark's, and the earnestness of his tones sent Fred to the door in a hurry.
••nress yourself just as quickly as you can and
join me on deck," whispered Stark.
"What's .the matter?" demanded Fred. "Anything serious?"
"So serious that our lives are involved. But
ask me no questions now. Do as I say."
Stark was gone in an instant, and Fred, hurrying on his clothes, joined him on deck.
It was very dark, for the sky was entirely ·
overcast. A chilling wind was blowing from the
southeast, and there was every evidence that a
storm was at hand.
Fred looked about, but could see nobody on deck
but the man at the wheel, and he, instead of att-'
tending to his duty, lay sprawled upon the planking, apparently asleep.
"What is the matter?" demanded F1·ed. "Is
the helmsman drunk?"
"You bet he's d1·unk, and so are all the rest
of the crew but the mate. Come with me," was
the reply.
Stark led the way to the main hatch, which, to
Fred's surprise, had been raised, and he could
see a light in the hold.
"vVho is down there?" he demanded, much
alarmed.
"Well, it's just Captain Snell and Mr. Wiggins," replied Star]$:, "and if you ask me what
they are doing I'll tell you in a very few words.
They are trying to scuttle the ship."
"Trying to scuttle the ship!" gasped Fred, as
Sam Stark made hi s startling announcement. "Even so, Freddy," was the reply, "I've b~
down, and I know. They've got a blame big au-£
ger, and Wi&'gins is calmly boring holes in the
bottom of this rotten old tub--that's all."
"But what on earth does it mean? Won't we
all be drowned?"
"Very likely the intention is to let you and me
go down, but when it comes to the 1·est, they hav~
probably provided some way of escape; but come,
let us get up out of this. It is as -much as our
lives arn worth to be caught here."
To Fred it all came like a stunning blow.
When they reached the deck he felt quite faint.
But_this was only for a minute.
In a moment he was the same quiet, self-contained fellow as usual, and while Sam Stark was
blurting out his remarks, Fred said :
' 1Come, we don't want to be found here, S11$j
that will spoil what little chance we have go,
of saving our lives. Of course they don't mean
to sink the Five Brothers tonight. They will plug
those holes up till the right times comes."
_(To be continued)
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
CO-EDS, LIKE AUTO, BETTER
EVERY YEAR
Co-eds are like auc.omob,les ; each year's model
i_i; getting better and better, according to Pr(!· ..'.:fessor Frederick Woellner, :!:'h. D., of the Umversity of California, Los Angeles.
CAUSES OF DEPRESSIONS
Ill health is the real cause of business depres.sions declares Doctor Huntington of Yale. '!"here
come; a spell of general ill-h_e alth, followed by
more numerous deaths, and this so depresses the
poyulation and creates such a f_eeling _of pa!}ic
that one of its results is a financial crisis, which
is thus in reality due to the weakening effects
of ill-health.
:WANT TO KNOW ·How HOT THE SUN IS?
' . TRY UNCLE SAM'S PYRHELIOMETER!
New measurements of the heat of the sun
soon will be made in India, Switzerland, Germany
and at several observatories in this country, with
.s~N,er disk pyrheliometers the Smithsonian Insti~on is about to send out.
These instruments, invented by C. G. Abbott,
assistant secretary of the Smithsonian, are made
only at the institution and a r e stan_d ard for the
world.
The i)asis of the apparatus is a blackened
silver disk, contained in a tube with a small
aperture to admit a a sun beam. The disk absorbs the sun's rays and is warmed. The heat
is measured by a bulb thermometer inserted in
the silver disk.

MONKEY JAZZ BAND SCARES LONDON

THIEVES, WHO OPEN CAGE AND
ALL FLEE TO STREETS
Thieves who broke into the premises of a
L»w,on amusement agent opened the door of
wn.-e.t looked like a large henroost and waited
for the hens to come out. Instead of hens thirteen fully grown monkeys emerged. The thieves
6,d, and so did the monkeys. Four monkeys
.Wl are at large.
, Incredible as it sounds, the whole thirteen
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were members of a monkey jazz band, booked
to appear as a star tur n at a Chrismas fair.
The four still enjoying freedom are Franko,
the bandmaster; Bimbo, the drummer; Snookums,
an able performer on the cymbals, and Issacks,
the trumpeter. Franko jumped on top of a
train and journey to Paddington, where he
vanished.
·
The other thTee established headquarters under
a railway arch and then dispersed to forage.
Bimbo raided provision stores, Snookums helped
himself to biscuits, chocolates and even cigarettes
at a general store.
Issacks climbed over rooftops, pulled the tiles
from the roof of a house, entered the bedroom
and nearly frightened the life out of a mother
and her baby.
I I

LAUGHS
Old Gentleman-Well, my lad, are you going
fishing, or are you going to school? Little LadI dunno yet. I'm just a-wrasqing with my conscience.
"What's the new cook so amused over?" "She's
looking at the diploma I got at the cooking
school," tittered the bride. "I hung itjn the kitchen."
"Mr. Grimes," said the rector to the vestryman,
"we had better take llp the collection before the
sermon this morning." "Indeed?" "Yes. I'm going
to preach on the subject of economy."
"There's a fasting man who has been living for
forty-five days on water." "That's nothing. My
father lived for twenty years on water." "Go on!"
"Yes; he was a sea captain."
"Hello, old man, I hear you are going to ma1-ry
Miss Swift. I congratulate __you on your good
teste." "Oh, that's all off. Not going to marry
at all." "Congratulate you on your good sense."
She-I am going to give you back your engagement ring. I love another. He-Give me his name
and address. She-Horrors! Do you mean to
go and kill him He-No, I want to sell him the
ring.
Mrs. Jones-Oh, dear, I have just broken my
n~w smelling bottle! Mr. Jones-It is like you I
All your belongings are either broken or shattered. Mrs. Jones-Quite true, John! Even you ·
are a bit cracked!
First Gossip-Don't tell a soul, but I saw a
whole barrel of whisky delivered to the Topeleys -this afternoon in broad daylight. Second
Gossip-How'd you know it was whisky? First
Gossip-Why, Topeley himself helped the delivery man handle it with care.
A school teacher who had been telling a class
of small pupils the story of the discovery of
America by Columbus ended it with: "And all
this happened more than 400 years ago." A little boy, his eyes wide open with wonder, said.
after a moment's thought: "Geel What a memery you've got!"
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An Adventure With
Cannibals
"I am getting tied of lying so near the shore
and never getting a taste of the land."
"So am l," said Fred.
"Suppose we go on a cruise?"
"Captain Hampton wouldn't allow it."
"I know it, Tom; but we might slip away,
you know."
The Ocean Star was a trading ship on the
coast of Africa, trading for ivory and gold. The
master had been doing a good business, and in
a few days the vessel would be loaded and ready
to return.
For a moment Tom was lost in thought.
"I have it!" he exclaimed.
"What?" asked Fred.
"Tomorrow the captain takes the long boat
and a crew and goes on a three days' journey up
the river to trade with some great chief, and
while he is gone I know we can induce Mr. Mikel, the mate, to let us have a few hours on shore.
Then we will have a lion hunt."
Next day, Captain Hampton, with eight men,
boarded the long boat, taking along a lot of
trinkets which he intended to use in trading with
the natives, and started up the river, to be gone
.____
a week.
The boys stood near the forecastle and watched
the boat as it pulled in to the shore.
"Well, let us see the mate at once, and see
what we can do with him," Fred suggested.
"But he might refuse."
"He may at first," replied Fred, "but I think
,
I~m=~~"
The mate was hunted up and the matter proposed to him. When he had heard their plan he
said:
"I don't know, boys. It is against orders, you
know. The captain said that all were to remain
on bo,ard ship until he came back."
"Mr. Mikel, we could go on a short hunt in
the woods and get back before Captain Hampton
returns, and he should never find out that we had
gone; what harm would it be?" asked Fred.
The mate smiled and said:
"Well, go, if you wish."
After the midday watch bad been set the
two boys got their rifles and pistols and lowered
their boat.
"Whar are ye gwine ?" asked the cook, a colored
man, about thirty years of age, whd, on account
of his vocation, was nicknamed Sukey.
"We are going · ashore, Sukey. Do you want
to go along?"
"You bet I does," the negro answered, with
a broad grin on his ebony face.
"Well, you can."
"How kin I? Oh, golly, the boss won't let me
off."
"He wouldn't let us off, bu._t we are going without asking him," said Fred.
"Gwine widout axin' him! Golly, won't old
Cap'n Hamptl•1 make yo' smoke fer it."
"He won't know anything about it. None of
the crew will bl.:iw on us."
The negro cast a longing look toward the
ahor6l and gave a deep sigh.

"Tom," said Fred, "he might be of some use
to us. He could carry the game and cook our
meals."
"We must take him with us."
It did not need much persuasion to induce
Sukey to go along. He was a venturesome darkey, and when he J.earned that the young sailors
were going ashore without leave he determined
to do the same. He had a black boy who was his assistant and he could prepare the meals for '
the mate and the others.
The trio descended to the boat with some
provisions and their weapons, and set out for
the shore.
The young fellows drifted with the tide until
they came to the mouth of a stream. They
pulled into it and found it to be a considerable
size.
They proceeded up the river several miles until the tide began to ebb and a strong current
set dead against them.
"I guess we are far enough, don't you think,
.
Fred? " asked Tom.
"Yes."
"Golly, I think so, too," put in Sukey.
They ran the boat into the shore and began
to disembark. They found the soil rather soft
and spongy about the river, and had to go some
distance away before they found firm ground. ,J
Dragging the boat up on the bank, they built a
fire.
It still lacked some time until sunset, and Tom
proposed that they leave Sukey at the camp while
they took a short stroll in the woods and try to
kill a buck or some sort of game.
"Golly, boys, I doesn't like bein' lef' here alone
by myself," said the negro.
"There is no danger," said bbth the boys.
"I dunno 'bout dar being no danger. Dem
woods look mighty bad to me," said Sukey.
"Well, Sukey, you have a gun, and you know
how to u se it," said Fred.
The cook was not at all pleased with the idea,
yet he consented, and the young sailors, shouldering their guns, sallied forth into the woods,
hoping soon to find a roe-buck. They had not ·
proceeded far when they found thmeselves in a
dense jungle. The tall weeds, grass and trol>b.
cal trees abounded to such an extent that i?f'¢
places they could hardly make any headway.
"There is no telling what we may run up
against," said Fred. "Let us keep our guns
ready for instant use."
They were making their way through a dense
thicket when they were suddenly startled by a
loud hiss, and they saw the head of an immense
serpent start up from the grass. Though they
had never seen one, they knew it was a monster
boa-constrictor.
T'.l.king hasty aim, Fred fired, wounding the
monster in the neck.
With an angry hiss the snake darted toward
them.
"Shoot quick, Tom!" cried Fred.
· Tom fired, and more by good luck than ski~
sent a bullet crashing through the monster's
brain.
Leaving the snake writhing in death agony,
they followed a path which seemed to have been
made by wild animals, and in a short time came
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to a lake.

As evening approached they lay in
wait for whatever game might come to the lake
to drink.
At last they heard the pattering of feet, and
a deer came down to the water's edge. A moment later another, and then another, until they
counted seven of the graceful creatures.
"Now is our time, Fred," said Tom.
Leveling their guns, they blazed away, and
- down came a fat buck, while the others scampe1·ed away.
Each was about to claim the shot, when they
hear d a ter rible roar, a nd the next moment a
monster lion came bounding forward, seized the
dead buck, and with a savage growl disappeared
into the thicket.
They reloaded their guns and waited for some
time. Finally they killed another deer, and then
started to r eturn to camp.
In the meanwhile, -Sukey was having quite an
adventure of his own. This particular part of
Africa was infested with roving bands of blacks
who were cannibals.
Sukey was bending over the fire, when- he
heard the di st ant r eport of the sailors' rifles.
"Guess dey got him now," he said to himself,
as he replenished the fire and prepared the spits
for roasting venison steak.
· While he was thus engaged he was startled by
.., -.hearing the sound of approaching footsteps, not
-one or two, but many.
On looking in the direction of the sound, Sukey
was horrified to see several black faces peering
at him from the bushes. Poor Sukey started to
run, when he found himself surrounded on every
side by black men, whos-e only attire seemed to
be a sort of loose flowing robe about the waist.
· "Oh, fo' de Lawd':, sake have mercy on dis
yere po' nigger!" he g r oaned1 fallin g on his
knees.
Wit h £ yell the savages sur rounded this cook
and began a sort of wild, fantastic dance, approaching nearer and n earer to him. Sukey had
a gun lying at his feet, but in his terror he forgot about it. His wild visitors were armed with
spears and bows and a kind of hunting knife,
which they flourished in the air. At last they
sprang upon him, and he was thrown upon the
iround and bound hand and foot.
' In this manner he was carried and dragged
through the woods fo r a considerable distance,
and then made to sit down upon the ground.
Some of the savages began building a fire.
This they kindled by rubbing two sticks together,
much to the curiosity of Sukey, who had never
seen it done before.
In the meantime the youn g sa ilors were on
their way back to camp.
They reached there about fifteen minutes after
the cannibals had captured the cook and departed.
"Why, where is Sukey?" exclaimed Fred.
"He certainly is not here," responded Tom.
"Do you think he ran away?"
"No, I don't think Sukey would dare do that.
lwt go down to the boat and see."
' ~red ran down to the water's edge, and saw
their boat still lying as they had left it, and
came back to his companion.
• "The boat is still here, Tom. Why, hello!
What's this ?" he asked, stooping and picking up

a broken arrow. "Tom, some one has been
here."
" " { 0 t.ivPs!"
Pxclaimed Tom. "They have carried Sukey away!" .
· Vv e must rescue him!" cried Fred.
For an hour they made their way through the
jungle, and then suddenly coming out around
a bmff, saw a sight that curdled their blood.
Tied to a tree was the cook, and near him was
a large fire, about which were squatted a score
or more of cannibals, who were being harangued
by their villainous-looking chief.
"What shall we do?" asked Fred.
"Fight them," Tom answered.
"But there are twenty or more of them ·a nd
only two of us."
1
"Yes, but they may not be accustomed to firearms, and an attack in the dark might frighten
them out of their wits so that they would run
away."
Fortunately they had brought Sukey's gun with
them. It was a large-bore musket; loaded with
slugs.
"I will take the chief," said Fred, "and you
may shoot the man next to him."
Both boys fired together, and their targets fell.
A second later came a third shot, and it seemed
that half of the band were wounded by the hurtling slugs .
· With fierce yells the young sailors bounded _
from their place of concealment and rushed upon
the now thoroughly frightened cannibals, putting
them to flight. As they ran pellmell into the
woods the two boys emptied their pistols among
them, and had the satisfaction of seeing three
more tumble to the ground.
"There is not a moment to lose," said Fred,
as he began hurriedly to reload his weapons.
"Quick, hand me your gun and pistols to load
for you, and make haste to untie Sukey. We
must get away from here, or we will have them
after us."
Tom soon had the captive free, and his own
gun was given to him. Then all three started
on a run for the boat, and not a moment too
soon, for the cannibal s, discovering they were not
being pursued, 1·allied, and came back. But the
fugitives had such a good start that they reached
the boat before the cannibals caught up with
them.
·
Jumping into the boat, they pushed out in the
middle of the river just a s the foremost black
ran down on the shore. He raised his heavy,
sharp-pointed spear to hurl it at the boat, when
Fred shot him dead.
The cannibals followed the boat for a mile
down the river, discharging arrows at them, but
they were too far away for them to do any
harm.
Fred and Tom kept up a lively fusillade at the
blacks, and judging from the howls along the
shore, must have done considerable execution.
The mouth of the river was soon reached, and
the cannibals left behind. As the first streaks
of daylight were showing in the east the two
young sailors and Sukey reached the ship, tired
0nt with their exertions, and fully satisfied with
their adventure with the cannibals on the African coast.
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CURRENT NEWS
OPTICAL ILLUSION CAUSES
MAN'S DEATH
An optical illusion which caused a railroad
engineman to leap from his cab because he
thought a collision with another train was imminent resulted lately in the death of A. J.
Jones, a Pennsylvania Railroad fireman.
Jones jumped from a locomotive when he
thought a train on an adjoining track and
traveling in the opposite direction was on the
same track as his engine. He received a compound fracture of the skull when his head struck
the tmcks.
.
The report as to the cause of death was made
by the coroner.
DIAMOND FLOOD IS PREDiCTED
Diamonds soon will be as common as artificial
pearls if the present unrestricted output from
alluvial diggings continues, in the opinion of the
South African diamond magnates, says a dispatch to the Daily Express from Capetown.
The correspondent says the diamond mine
owners are perturbed over the increasing output of stones from the alluvial diggings, where
individual seekers are finding plenty of diamonds
and putting them on the market at prices below
those charged by the De Beers Syndicate.
Solomon B. Joel, Sir Ernest Oppenheimer and
Sir Abe Baily, mine owners, have arrived in
Captown from England with the hope of inducing the South African government to limit the
alluvial Olltput.
RANCHER FINDS PREHISTORIC EGG
Found two years ago in an alfalfa field by K.
C. West, . Fresno County, Calif., 1·ancher, used
as a plaything by the children and finally broken
open with a hammer. A petrified egg about four
inches long and half as thick, now is in the hands
of Dr. T. T. Waterman, professor of geology of
Fresno State College, for Identification.
Doctor Waterman, after a . preliminary examination, expressed the belief that it was the
egg of prehistoric lizard of gigantic size and
that, if such proved to be the- case, it would
be of inestimable value to science.
The shell and yolk of the egg are perfectly
preserved and distinctly m,i.rked.

slippers, a black chest which contained figurines
of the King representing the holy pursuits of
his after-life, statuettes of gods and standards
of different provinces, boats emblematic both of
the celestial and terrestial voyage to the hereafter and curious emblems symbolizing the brewing and trituration of divine food, and last of
all · a great canopjc shrine believed to contain
the Kings viscera preserved in stone jars.
BABOON 'SELLS' TICKETS IN A
LONDON STATION
A young female baboon c;caped from her cage
in the Crystal Palace Station, London, and took
possession of a ticket seller's office during the
rush hour recently. The ticket seller tlisappeared,
but ~later he said that he had gone to telephone
to tne zoo.
According to a porter, who observed the frisky
jungle "flapper" from a safe distance, she first
emptied the pigeon-holes of the desk and then
took a seat at the window of the ticket office
as if she knew the job. She held a penny in
her mouth and blinked contentedly.
"A passenger then approached," the porter
continued. "He stepped up to the counter with
a coin, looked up and gasped with astonishment
when he saw the baboon. But she seemed to
know what he wanted, for she took a ticket,
punched it with her teeth and flung it through
the window, along with a handful of pennies."
The baboon stayed where she was distributing
tickets and coins till keepers from the Crystal
Palace came and took her away.

IOWA CORNHUSKER WINS
CHAMPIONSHIP
On the snow-swept cornfield of the Joe Roberts'
Farm, Fred Stanek, Iowa's champion cornhusker,
won the national championship, cornhusking title
by husking 28.2 bushels in eighty minutes. He
and his rivals were watched by 5,000 persons.
Working like a machine, despite the handicai,
of snow and mud t~at robbed the cornstalks of
their crispness, and the men of full speed,
.Stanek defeated his nearest opponent by 2.9 ,
bushels.
·
The Iowa champion not only had the largest
gross poundage, but he had the least deduction ·
TUT-ANKH-AMEN TOMB .YIELDS
for cleanings; that is, corn that missed the
MOR~ _T~~ASURE . :
wagon as the huskers walked alopg .the rows and ·
A communique issued .by~the Ministry of Public threw the ears into the vehicle, ,; .
Works,· Gaido, .states·· that · work •on Tut-ankh- --·· • Joe Sudik, Nebraska champion, . was second;
Amen's tomb has now been..'concent,rated oi(.tjle : with 25.3 ·. bushels, wl)ile Carl ·.SeUe:rs, · Illinois
<!hamber recently discovered." ·-' It says progress . runner-up, was next with 25.2 bushels.
is necessarily slow owing to the fragile nature
The new champion probably was the least
of the objects, many of which require treatment spectacular of all contestants. Almost ever ear
even before transported to the laboratory. The that he tossed hit the buckboard of the wagon
noxious vapors generated by the treatment that followed him, and the cleaners, who followe6!!'
· makes the work very difficult.
the wagon to pick up all corn that missed th\-<
The communique gives a list of some of the box, had little to do.
objects in the chamber, such as a large figure
Charles Budd, Indiana titleholder, who holdll
of the jaekal-headed god Anubis, boxes of the several records, could not do better than 2LI
King's jewelry with earings, sceptres, a fan and bushels.
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N E WS FR O M E V ERYWHE RE
HAIR DRYER
Detroit school girls now dry their hair after
swimming by sitting on a bench and letting a
draft of air from behind, heated to 130 degrees
· ahrenheit, be blown upon them. The draft comes
out through a lar ge pipe, and if the girls want
exceptionally quick drying they can turn a switch
which speeds up the velocity so that the heated
air comes out at the rate of 2,000 cubic feet per
minute.
QUININE DISPLACED
Quinine will no longer be used in the treatment
of malaria, if a new drug developed by German
physicians recently is perfected and made available.
Plasmochin is the name of this new specific. It
is said to have less disagreeable after-effects than
does quinine, besides being not so bitter to the
taste. Its effect is to check the development of the
malaria parasite so effectively· that· the natural
defensive forces of the body can easily cope with
the disease.
EGG FOR RADIATOR
Does your radiator leak? Try white of egg, an
old farmer's remedy, which several motorists have
used with success. The theory is that after the
white of eggs is poured into the radiator the hot
water carries it to the leak and cooks it there
until it becomes virtually hard boiled. The 1·emedy has lasted in some cases for two or three
years at a stretch, indicating that the egg does
not rot even in that length of time, or else attracts
enough sediment to keep the hole plugged up.
CAUSES OF ASTHMA
If you are an asthma sufferer, keep ·a way from
rabbit hair, house dust, duck feathers, horse
dander, cat hair and ragweed. An 'investigation
quoted recently in the Journal of the American
Medical Association declares that out of all the
asf.l,.l)'latic children tested (the total was 100),
49--per cent. of them were sensitive to rabbit hair.
The journal adds that this i s a matter of practical importance, in view of the extensive u se of
rabbit hair in pillows and mattresses, and of
clothes, including felt hats and fur coats, and toy
animals, trimmed with rabbit hair.
BRIGHT CHILDREN
The old idea used to be that the exceptionally
bright little boy, the coming genius, was u sually
weak physically, undersized, and emotionally unstable. That idea has to be discarded entirely,
acccording to a report just put out by the noted
psychologist, L. M. Terman, who has made an
elaborate study of 1,000 especially bright childre.Ji:. If there is any variation from the normal
at an, he says, the gifted child is u sually of better
physical and nervous condition.
"The superiority of the gifted child is evidenced
at a very early age, in the majority of cases,"
aays Doctor Terman. "Among the most commonly

mentioned indications are intellectual curiosity,
wealth of miscellaneous information, and desire
to learn to read."
FINAL TRACKS OF HUGE PRE-HISTORIC
LIZARD
Dr. H. Justin Roddy, new curator of the Franklin and Marshall College Museum, has discovered
the tracks of the prehistoric horned dinosaur on
an unclassified slab of sandstone which has been
in the museum for many years.
Believing this slab, 3 1-2 feet long by 11-2 feet
wide and about 5 inches thick, was Connecticut
sandstone of the triassic age, he broke it in
three or four pieces, hoping to find fossil remains
within. He discovered the tracks of the ceratosaur on several of the slabs; six three-toed footprints in one, four in another; one a very large
print and others small. The claws show plainly,
with each toe about as thick a:s three fingers.
The animal making the footprints, which was
a monster predacious lizard walking on its hind
legs, lived thirty or forty million years ago anrl
was probably thirty-five feet long. The sandstone
may have come from York County, Pa., near the
Susquehanna River, the curator states. No record
has been kept of its origin.
F·UTURE TRAFFIC RULES
Roadways 120 feet wide, well lighted at night
by electricity or possibly by some method yet to
be applied, such as radioactive substance, will, if
present trends continue, be policed throughout their entire lengths by " stop" and "go" lights, according to W . C. Markham of the American Association of State Highway Officials.
Instead of speed limits of forty miles per hour
it is predicted that all motorists will be required
to maintain some minimum figure, such as twentyfive miles per hour; and, failing to do so, they
may be arrested for obstructing traffic. A pedestrian who risks his own life and the peace of
mind of drivers by crossing opposing traffic may
be subject to a sentence in jail if he escapes the
morgue. In congested areas, Mr. Markham believes, pedestrian and vehicle traffic will be separated, and probably second story sidewalks will
come into use.
As partial evidence to support these predictions, it was pointed out that during the past ten
years much improvement has become evident in
road conditions, and especially in the last few
months. The Linc'olm Highway in Pennsylvania
and Indiana is being widened to forty feet; entering Philadelphia the width is fifty-five feet.
The Boston Post Road is being widened to thirtysix feet. Wisconsin and Illinois are building several four-lane pavements, each twenty-foot strip
being kept within its bounds, preventing cuttingin either from opposing or accompanying traffic.
In order to cross the Wacker Drive in Chicago
the lowly pedestrian is forced to steer through
fourteen lines of autos; but in the not distant
future his wails, if extant, will be due to some
other cause, for an escalator will whisk him over
or under the street.
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing, They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.
NAPOLEON'S ORACULU!ll AND DREAIII
No. 1.
BOOK.-Conta lning the great oracle of human destlpy
meaning of almost any kind of dreams
true
the
also
~~~~~~er with charms. ceremonies and curious games of
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRJCKS.-The great hook ot
magic and card tricks. containing full Instructions or>'
nil l~ailln_g- card tricks of the day, also the most popolal'
IY)ng1cal 1lluslons as nerformed by our lending magicians; every 1'10:v should obtain a copy of this hook.
No. S. HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and wiles ot
flirtation are fully exnla.ined by this little book. Besides the various methods or hnndkerchlPf fan R"love
parasol. window anrl hat flirtation. it contains a full list
of the lnn1rnn1?P nnrl si>ntimi>nt of fl owi>rs .
No 8. HOW TO BECOllm A SCIENTIST.-,.- \. US<'ful
nod instructive book. giving a complete treatise on
chPmistry: also Pxperiments In acoustics, mPchRnlcs
mathematics. chPmistry, and ilirPctions for making fire-!
works. colored fires. and gas balloons.
No. 9. How TO BECOME A VENTRJLOQU JAT.-By
Herry KennPdy. Every intPlligi>nt hoy rending this
book of Instructions can mnstn thC' nrt. · nod create any
amount of fun for hlm•Plf nnil friPnils . ·
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense maile
PRsy. Containing over thirty illustrations of gunrr1s
hlows. and the different positions of a good boxer'
:
Every boy should obtain one of these us1>ful anil
~~tr; ~t°o~~s. as i~ will teach you how to box without

R 11c ini: R Flood; or. Arletta Shooting the
Rn pir1~
nnrl " Pinto T'Pter"; or, The Fight at Buckhorn
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1'.!='l2 " F:s c11pi n i, n <'nth: or. A rl Pttn·~ Fifty ~Ii JP RncP.
1233 " J ,M t on the D esert; or, The Luck a Sand Storm
Brnu " ht.
1234 " A nrl th e Brokpn Gun; or. Arietta's Quick Wit.
Fii,htfn i! thr Cnwbo)·s; or, The Doom of the
1235
1
" tturrnh" Outfit.
1236 " nnrl the DMth Dip; or. Arlettn Fighting the
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTE RS.-A most
:,;,nelter Fiends.
' complete l ittle book, containfog full directions for WD,t•
ing love-letters, and whPn to use them, giving specirr,eii
1237 " ft n<l "Tarantula Tom"; or. Th e Worst "Bad
Je t •ers for young anrl olcl .
~Inn" In Arizone.
HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF RTJ.
No. JS.
~238 " and th 0 Sll!'nt Six; or, A.rlcttn ·~ Round -Up lo
QUETTE.-It is a great life sPcrPt. nnd one that every
a CavP.
n;f n desires to know a ll about. There's happl1239 " nn,1 "Broken Bo w"; or, The Siege o r tho
11
!';pf'tlPrS
No. 15. HOW TO BECOllfE lUClt:.-Tbis wonderful
1240 " r."th<'ring Golrl: or. -A rl"ttn's Won<l!'rful Find.
book presrnts you with the examp le and life PxperiPnce
12H " f':h ow ing Hi s Sk ill; or, The Shoot-Up at "Showof Mme o f the most notPd an/I wenlthv mPn In the
n ow n."
wol'ld. For those who asnlrP to tame and fortunP this
12-12 " Among the Apncl1 es ; or. Arletta and the Death
·
.
bonk will i,ivP vou the •Peret.
Pit.
No. JG. HOW TO KEEr A WINDOW GARffF.N 12-13 " and tl1e novernm,mt Detective: or. Tracking a
Contnioln!? full instructions for constructing a wfnr1ow
Tricky Thh>f
garden eithPr in town o r rountry. nn r1 thp most ap12-14 " Cani:ht On the Cliffs; or, Ari<>tta's Desperate
1irovpd metbnr1s for raisine: h Pautifnl flowers nt homP.
Climh.
No. 17. HOW TO ORF.AS.-Cont ain fng full instrnc•
1245 " nnd thP Ran c h m a n's Boy; or, The Sh C'ep Herd·
tion in the art of <'lre•• ine: nnd annenring wplJ nt home
t.:r' R RevPng~
a nd nhroncl. i,ivin,r thP sPlPctions of colors. material. and
1246 " and thl' Riv Pl Outfits; or, Arietta's Fight On
how to hnve thPm rnni!P 110.
thP Cnttle Rnnge.
No. 1!1. HOW TO Bl':<'Ol\rn BEAUTTFUL.- Onp of
1247 " With thP Cavalry: IJr. Th<' Fight nt ne11r T'nss.
the hric:htPst pnd .most vnlnnhle little hooks ever given
Flooded
the
and
Arietta
or,
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n
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Fi
"
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30.
No.
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cooking
for
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pniMings. cakC'• nnd all kinds of pastry, and a grand
1253 " nnil thP rhnntom Canoe: or, So lving a Strange
.
rPcipes.
of
collPction
Myst!'ry.
No. 37. HO'W TO RF.KP HOTISE.-lt contnins infor1254 " Snunr!' Deal: or Ari<'ttn and the Ru s tler's
PYPrv horly. hovs. girl s. men nnrl womPn: it
fnr
mation
naui,hter.
will t ench ;vou how to mnkP almost nnvtl1ing n r onn d
1255 ·• !'!topping a "f'l h vst Dance ;" or, The Charge of
the hou se. such as nnrlor ()rnn,nents. hrnckf'ts. cements,
th!' Gnllnnt fith.
Aen lian barns. nnr1 hirr1 lime for cntcbin,,. birds.
l256 " and the J\fnrl l\finC'r: or, Arietta and the Secret
No. ~R. HOW TO BF.COll'ffi YOTIR OWN OO<'TO>t.of the Clifl's.
A wo ncl Prfn l hook. contai ning- usPful nnr1 nrnctical lnfor•
1257 " nn d "Golrl Dust Bill;" or, The Mnn With the
in the tre3tment of nrrlinnr;v rlis Pnses nnil ailmntion
Yellow Streak.
m <'nts common to f'VP rv fn_milv. Ahnnniling in usPful
12.'\8 " an<'l thP D('flth Rrnnil: or, AriPtta's Great R isk.
rPcinf's f o l' l!Pnflrn l C'Omnl~ints.
effPctiYe
anfl
1259 " PawnPf' Pursuit: or. the ,vhite Flower of the
No. 4-0. HOW TO l\fAK"E A l) Sll1T TRAPS.-Inf'IU d•
R<''lskins.
how to C'ltch I"oles. wPnsels. ottPrs, rnts,
on
hints
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12('.0 " nnr1 tl1p M<'xicnn llfan -Trnp : or. Arietta in the
•nuirrels a nd hirds. · Also how to cure skins. Copiously
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l ?6l " Li,-ply Lariat; or. Roping the Rustle rs.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF 'NEW YORK E'I\TJ> JIJJl:N'S
1262 " Duel with a Doze n ; or, Ariettn's only Chnnce.
JOKE BOOK.-Contef nin!? a great variety of the latest
1263 " Trailing a Treasure: or, Outwitting the Road
jokes used b;v thP most fnm ons encl mPn. No nmatenr
Age nts.
minstrel s is comn lPtP without this wonderful little hook.
1264 " Ruling a Ranch; or, Arie tta and the Cow Girls.
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